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This thesis applies a modeling method proposed by previous literature to a specific 
example and develops control techniques based on this model. The inherent nonlinear behaviors 
of the drainage systems were accommodated by introducing binary variables and linear 
inequalities to merge different modes of operation into a single expression. The objective 
function is constituted by 3 cost functions considering several priorities. Except the normal 
objective of minimizing overflows, we present two methods of reducing operation costs by 
harvesting rain power and energy from rainfall collecting locales. Pressure forebay regulates 
water with large potential energy and generates electricity as the water is directed through 
hydraulic pumps. Surface aqueduct collects water with high kinetic energy and pushes water 
through spiral case to generate electricity. Locations with these devices installed induce lower 
operation cost and thus have higher priorities to be utilized. Once we formulate the water 
management problem as an optimization problem with specified constraints, we can apply Model 
Predictive Control (MPC) to compensate for modeling errors and prediction inaccuracies. As we 
regularly update system states and disturbances information, we achieve our goal of applying 
real time control to drainage systems.  
As the system size grows, the system is partitioned into several subsections and each one 
of them forms a subsystem which makes local decisions based on partial information. The 
performance of different partition schemes was compared against centralized MPC and open 
loop controllers. It was shown that even decentralized controllers may suffer performance loss, 
the computation time was significantly reduced compared with centralized controllers.  In rain 
scenarios with large intensity, the performance loss of decentralized controllers is insignificant 
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Various studies indicate that extreme weather conditions leading to increased flooding 
frequency and severity may continue in the near future [1,2].  A recent study estimated that the 
global cost of flooding in the world’s 136 largest cities could rise to $52 billion a year by 2050, a 
significant increase from $6 billion in 2005 [3]. Urban drainage system collects rainfall and 
waste water from all parts of the city using open canals and sewer pipes. Then the water is 
transported through interceptors, weirs and main sewer pipes into temporary storage tanks and 
water treatment plant before it is released to the environment. When severe regional rain storm 
occurs, large volume of water can easily overload parts of the system and excess water is 
released to the nearest receiving environment. The excess discharge of rainfall along with 
untreated waste water, known as Combined Sewage Overflow (CSO), endangers city 
infrastructure and contains biological and chemical contaminant which brings significant hazard 
to public health. The associated social, economical and environmental costs have lead to 
increased interest in the management of urban sewage system. A prevalent solution to the CSO 
problem is to enhance existing drainage system by increasing sewer volume and water treatment 
plant capacity. Examples include the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP) in Chicago [15] and 
Escola Industrial reservoir in Barcelona [12]. To take the profit of these expensive 
infrastructures, it is necessary to apply real-time control (RTC) techniques which can efficiently 
utilize the total storage volume and avoid overflowing in parts of sewage system while other 
parts operating under capacities. Model Predictive Control (MPC), also refereed as Receding 
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Horizon Control, has proven to be one of the most effective and successful control schemes for 
large interconnected systems [4], [5]. The ability to incorporate multi-objectives and large-scale 
system of MPC makes it can be easily applied to urban sewage system which is hierarchical and 
distributed in nature. 
To use MPC within the framework of sewage RTC, suitable models that can capture 
internal dynamics of sewage connection is needed. The open-canal flow dynamics is described 
by Saint-Vennant’s partial differential equations which can be used to simulate the flow 
conditions inside sewer pipes. However, these differential equations are highly complex and 
difficult to solve in a timely manner. The details provided by these differential equations are 
unnecessary to our purpose and therefore not suitable for our formulation of the problem. For our 
control-oriented characterization, the model should be descriptive enough to capture mass-
balance dynamics and easy to compute in a fashion so that it is scalable to large-complex 
systems. There exit several modeling techniques in current literature that use linear models to 
represent the system [6]. Such formulation preserves the convexity of the optimization problem 
and therefore well-established optimization techniques can be employed to design control 
strategies. However, there are inherent dynamics in sewage system which possess different 
operation mode depending on the states of the system. These nonlinear behaviors can not be 
neglected nor described by a linear model. A modeling approach and its application to sewage 
systems are presented in Chapter 2. Control formulation of the problem is introduced in Chapter 
3. Objective and optimization formulation relating to MPC is also discussed in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 presents the formulation of MPC in decentralized scheme. Several decentralizing 
schemes can be designed depending on the topography and components coupling. Simulation 
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results demonstrating both centralized and decentralized control strategies are presented in 
Chapter 5. Conclusions and future work are presented in Chapter 6. 
 












Modeling    
 
To capture the nonlinear behavior of the system discussed earlier, we present a modeling 
technique involving logical variables [7]. This technique allows us to include both continuous 
dynamics of the system under normal operation mode and discrete dynamics which are usually 
associated with the event of overflowing. For example, when large volume of flow occurs during 
high intensity of rainfall, excess water is released into the receiving environment and extra flow 
path is created. Due to the mixture of these continuous and discrete dynamics, we present Mixed 
Logical Dynamical (MLD) systems introduced in [8] and its application to our system in 
following sections.  
2.1 Logical variables  
Control models are often described as a set of differential or difference equation derived 
from physical laws governing the evolution of the system of interest. Therefore, most of the 
control models are linear or nonlinear but continuous transition functions. However, in many 
engineering applications, the system to be controlled involves discrete dynamics introduced by 
switches, valves, gates and gears etc. These elements give rises to a class of system named 
hybrid systems. Following formulation introduces logical variables that correspond to on/off 
events by constraining the function involved with logical variables and therefore forcing the 





Consider the following system: 
 
( 1)   0.8 ( ) ( )    if   ( ) 0
( 1) 0.8 ( ) ( )    if   ( ) 0
x t x t u t x t
x t x t u t x t
   
    
 (1)      
where ( ) [ 10,10],x t   and ( ) [ 1,1].u t   The logical event of ( ) 0x t  can be described using a 
binary variable ( )t as follows: 
 ( ) 1 ( ) 0t x t     (2)   
And introduce following constraints: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
m t x t m




    
 (3)  
where M(m) is the maximum(minimum) of the state and in this case 10M m   .  is a small 
positive scalar corresponds to machine accuracies. Theoretically, an overestimate(underestimate) 
suffice for our purpose but tighter bounds provide computational advantages. Eq. (1) can 
therefore be rewritten as  
 ( 1) 1.6 ( ) ( ) 0.8 ( ) ( )x t t x t x t u t     (4) 
By introducing an auxiliary variable ( ) ( ) ( )z t t x t which is constrained as follows:  
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) (1 ( ))
( ) ( ) (1 ( ))
z t M t
z t m t
z t x t m t









 (5)  
Then system (1) can be described by the following linear equation  
 ( 1) 1.6 ( ) 0.8 ( ) ( )x t z t x t u t     (6) 
subject to above introduced constraints. 
For logical variables defined in terms of other logical variables: 
 3 1 2( ) ( ) ( )t t t    (7) 
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( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) 0











This example can be generalized to the MLD systems as shown below:  
 1 2 3 4( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x t Ax t B u t B t B z t B d t       (9)  
 1 2 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y t Cx t D u t D t D z t     (10) 
 2 3 1 4 5( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E t E z t E u t E x t E      (11) 
where t ,and  
n
,  ,  {0,1} , +c l
c n
c l c l
l
x
x x x n n n
x
 
   
 
 
collects the continuous states cx and binary states lx . 
Similarly,  
,  ,  {0,1} , +c l
c p p
c l c l
l
y
y y y p p p
y
 
   
 
 
denotes the system output.  
,  ,  {0,1} , +c l
c m m
c l c l
l
u
u u u m m m
u
 
   
 
 
denotes the system’s continuous and binary inputs. 
Equations (9)(8)(9) describe a linear time-invariant discrete dynamical system. 
Continuous dynamics can be obtained by replacing the difference equation with the governing 





2.2 Drainage network dynamics  
There exist several modeling techniques that deal with sewage system control. The 
modeling methods presented here follow closely from [9], [10]. In this framework, the sewage 
system is divided into several catchments according to geography and their couplings with each 
other. Each one of them will be represented as a virtual tank which aggregates the total storage 
volume of a given neighborhood of sewage. The total volume can be computed by the mass 
balance of the inflows, outflows and stored volume of rainfall [9], [10]. Some other elements of 
sewage systems can be incorporated into this frame work easily such as detention tanks, 
diversion gates, nodes and weirs. We demonstrate above molding techniques with some typical 
elements of sewage system.  
2.2.1 Virtual and real Tanks 
The virtual tanks mentioned earlier represents the basic storing element of each 
neighborhood. Considering the mass balance of inflow and outflow, we express the virtual tank 
dynamics as follow:  
 ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))in out dn n n n n n n nv k v k t S P k t q k q k q k        (12) 
where t is the sample time, n is the ground absorption coefficient, nS is the surface area and 
( )nP k is the rain intensity at  thk sample time. ( )
in
nq k represents the combined input of 
manipulated flows and sewer flows into the corresponding tank. Tank outflows are assumed to 
be proportional to the tank volumes and represented as follows:  
 ( ) ( )outn n nq k v k  (13) 
where n is defined as the volumetric flow coefficient suggested in [11].  
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Virtual tanks do not have physical upper limits and when excess water is redirected to 
other parts of sewage system or to the nearest receiving environment. When overflow occurs, 
extra flow path is created and is denoted as dnq in Eq. (12), which can be explicitly expressed as 
shown below:  
 
( )














where v is the maximum capacity of the corresponding tank. 
Therefore, the outflow in Eq. (13) can be further expressed as follows:  
 















Next step would be to introduce logical variables to integrate the dynamics described by above 
equations. Using Eq. (2),22 we express the overflow at the first tank as an example:  
 
1 1 11 0v v      (16) 
constraints will be introduced using Eq. (3) 
 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
m k v k v m
M k v k v

  
   
     
 (17) 











upperv corresponds to the maximum possible value for virtual tank 1 can take for the horizon 
under consideration which is a constant for each optimization iteration. 
 1 1 1 12 max( )
upperv v S t P     (19) 
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When there is overflow occurring, excess water is released to the environment at the end of the 
sample time. The coefficient 2 ensures that when consecutive high intensity rain episodes occur, 
the optimization problem to be formulated in the end is feasible. The max( )P corresponds to the 
highest intensity of rainfall over the horizon and therefore the latter part of Eq. (19) represent the 
maximum rainfall input to the tank of interest.  
Eq. (14) can therefore be expressed as  
 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
( ) 1
( ) ( ) ( ( ))d
v k v












1 1 1 1
( ) ( )
( ) 0
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) (1 ( ))
upper
upper
z k v k
z k
z k v k








Eq. (15) is expressed as  
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) (1 )
outq k v k v k        (22) 
which can be expanded as  
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
outq k v k v k z k       (23) 
with the same constraints for logical variables as introduced in Eq. (17) and Eq. (21). 
If there are no other inflows from other tanks to tank 1, the difference equation for tank 1can be 
expanded from Eq. (12) as follows: 
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1( 1) (1 ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) (1 ) ( )v k t v k t z k t v t S P k               (24) 
Real tanks represent the storage elements in the sewage system such as reservoirs and 
detention gates and do not receive rainfall input from the environment. Note that real tanks are 
considered to be without overflowing capabilities and therefore the upper limit capacities are 
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physical constraints and no more water can be sent into real tanks than their maximum 
capacities. Therefore, inflows to real tanks should be pre-manipulated to ensure these constraints 
are always respected. For real tanks, Eq. (12) is simplified to be as  
 ( 1) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))in outreal real real realv k v k t q k q k      (25) 
with pre-manipulated inflows constrained as follow:  
 ( ( ) ( )) ( )in outreal real real realt q k q k v v k     (26) 
since real tanks are without overflowing capabilities, the outflow can be expressed as 
 ( ) ( )outreal real realq k v k  (27) 
2.2.2 Controlled gates and sewer dynamics  
In sewer networks, diversion gates are used to divert flows to desired locations so that 
sewage is appropriately distributed in the system. Detention gates are used to temporally stop the 
flows at certain locations. Real tanks are often equipped with detention gates to control the 
outflow. When water is discharged from the tanks, it is transported through canals, sewer pipes, 
weirs and interceptors to other parts of the system. It is possible that the discharged water 
exceeds the capacity of sewer pipes so that overflows occur at these elements. From mass 




s uq k q q    (28) 
where sq denotes the water in default sewer path and uq denotes the manipulated flows.  










out u out u s
s i i i
i s
i
q q q q q
q k
q




where sq is the sewer pipe capacity.  
We demonstrate sewer path dynamics modeling with the following example: 
 
1 1 1 11 0
s out u sq q q       (30) 
Eq. (29) can therefore be applied and rewritten as  
 1 1 1 1 1 1( )(1 )
s s s out u sq q q q      (31) 
























 (32)  





11 1 1 1 1
( ) ( )
( ) 0
( ) ( )






u u u s
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z k q k
z k
z k q k














11 1 1 1 1
( ) ( )
( ) 0
( ) ( )







z k v k
z k
z k v k



















( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) 0
















Therefore, the constraints for 111Sz  can be expressed by replacing 1





111 1 1 1 11
( ) ( )
( ) 0
( ) ( )







z k v k
z k
z k v k









Eq. (31) can be expanded with above expression substituted and Eq. (23) as  
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 11 1 111 11
s s s u
S S S uSq q v v z q v z z z                  (37) 
note that the purpose of introducing auxiliary logical variables is to ensure the linear dependence 
of the expression. With above compositional elements we collect variables into matrices with 
suitable dimensions and express the sewage system dynamics in MLD form as in Eq. (9).  
 1 2 3( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x t Ax t B u t B t B z t      (9) 
2.3 Constraints formulation   
In previous sections, we presented the constraints associated with logical variables. These 
constraints ensure the exact correspondence of the logical variables with the designated events 
and i are binary variables taking values 0 and 1 while iz take values either zero or the state 
values they correspond to. Now we present the physical constraints such as operation range of 
controlled flow, mass balance of inflows and outflows and pre-manipulated flows. We 
demonstrate these constraints with a specific example shown below [12]. The system is 
composed of three virtual tanks and one real tank. The sewer paths are composed by three 
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controlled flows and four default sewer paths. One waste water treatment plant will be used to 
collect sewage.  
 
Figure 2 Sewer network.  
Controlled flows are constrained by the amount of water available for operation, namely, 
the discharged water from tanks. We focus on the flow control 2 in the above figure.    
 2 2
u outq q  (38) 
where the outflow can be further expressed using Eq. (23) 
 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )
uq v k v k z k       (39) 




Note that since flow control 2 direct inflows to real tank 3 which is considered to be 
without overflowing capabilities. The inflow therefore has to be pre-manipulated to ensure the 
total volume do not exceed the real tank physical capacity as considered in Eq. (26).  
 2 3 3 3( ( ) ( )) ( )
u ut q k q k v v k     (40) 
when there are multiple inflows into a single real tank, the above constraint must include all the 
inflows and outflows and the feasibility of the optimization problem to be formulated later may 
be unsatisfied if the outflows are not large enough.  
Note that all the constraints are expressed linearly in terms of controlled flows uiq , logical 
binary variables si and i , auxiliary logical variables 
s
iz and iz , system states variables iv and 
constants. We collect these variables into vectors of appropriate dimension and express it in the 
form of Eq. (11) 
 2 3 1 4 5( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E t E z t E u t E v t E      (11) 
For the system in Figure , we express the system dynamics as follows:  
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1 1 2 2 4 4 1 2 1 1 2 2
(1 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 (1 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0
  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




t v t v t v tq tq t v t v

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        
 (45) 
Multiplied by  
 1 2 3 4 1 2 11 22
T
S S





1 2 4 1 2 1 2
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





t t t t t t t t t









            
 (47) 
Multiplied by  
  1 2 3 4 11 22 111 222 11 22
T





























Control Methods and Optimization  
 
3.1 Model Predictive Control    
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is often used in process control such as chemical plants, 
oil refineries and power electronics. With a dynamics model that is usually linear and empirical 
derived from system identification, MPC optimizes the prescribed cost function over some finite 
horizon constituted by several sampling time steps. Once the control strategies are computed for 
the whole horizon, only the first set of control actions are implemented and then the controller 
solves the optimization problem again with shifted horizon and it is therefore also known as 
Receding Horizon Control. MPC allows updated information to be incorporated at the start of 
every optimization iteration and therefore is able to anticipate future events and taking actions 
accordingly. This approach is not necessarily optimal but its ability to allow for system modeling 
error and the effectiveness of considering multi-objectives have led to great results in practice.  
For sewage systems, MPC is used to compute the decision variables, the controlled flows, 
ahead of time according to a set of control goals expressed as cost functions with possibly 
different priorities. These computed control goals are then can be achieved by local PID 
controllers at each part of the sewage system. 
3.2 Cost function formulation 
   Each sewage system can have different objectives depending on the size of the system, 
local environment, city infrastructure level and operator goals. We discuss some common goals 
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[7] for urban sewage system and its formulation in the frame work of MLD systems. Other 
objectives can be easily achieved by using similar techniques.  
3.2.1 Overflow in virtual tanks and sewer paths  
Virtual tanks often represent open canals, sewage pipes in certain neighborhoods of urban 
environment. These elements can easily be overloaded during extreme weather conditions and 
the presence of wastewater in sewer pipes makes the minimization of virtual tanks as our first 









  (50) 
which can be simplified as  
 1 i i iJ z v   (51) 





out u S S
i i i iq q qJ
   
 

  (52) 
Similarly, the above expression can be simplified as: 
 2 ( )
out u S S
i i i iJ q q q     (53) 
Take default sewer path 1 in Figure () as an example, we further expand the above expression 
using Eq. (23) and Eq. (32) as follows:  
 1 1 1 1 11 1 11 1 111 11Sewer path 1 cost = ( )
S S
S S S uSq v z z z t           (54) 
3.2.2 Pumping costs from manipulated flows  
The controlled flows in sewage system usually require hydraulic pumps to achieve 
desired volumetric flows at certain locations. The associated pumping cost is therefore directly 
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related to the amount of water pumped. In this section, we mainly introduce an engineering 
application to reduce electricity costs by harvesting rainwater energy [13]. 
We present two ways of generating electricity and thus reducing pumping costs using 
rainwater energy. First approach is characterized as Pressure forebay which utilizes rainwater 
collected from high altitudes such as building roof top. The water collected will be transported 
through pipes into pressure regulating bay. When enough water is collected and reaches 
operating level, the valve is opened, and water pushes through hydraulic generator with constant 
pressure. The water will then be directed to reservoirs in lower altitudes. When collected water 
flow is not sufficient for generator’s operating conditions, the valve will be closed. Pressure 
forebay thus function as both temporary storage element and as a pressure regulating device. 
 
Figure 3 Pressure forebay. 
Second approach is characterized as Surface aqueduct in which water with comparatively 
large kinetic energy is collected and directed through collecting tubes into surface aqueduct. 
Once it is regulated through valves, water enters the spiral case and pushes through turbine to 
generate electricity. The after water is then directed to near storage elements for further recycling 
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use. When water exceeds the limit capacity of aqueducts and spiral cases, the excess water will 
be directly discharged through overflow holes into storage elements mentioned earlier. When the 
volumetric flow is deficient for operating, the valve will be closed, and the generator stops 
working.  
 
Figure 4 Surface aqueduct. 
Generating electricity using rain energy shares a lot of similarities as normal hydraulic 
power generating scheme. In essence they all utilize radiation energy from the sum but normal 
hydraulic power generating requires terrain altitude difference but the approaches we presented 
here are more suitable for urban environment. Since the amount of electricity generated is 
directly related to the waterhead in reservoirs, high buildings have significant advantages and it 
is therefore preferable to implement these applications on high buildings. It is also advantageous 
to connect buildings through rain water pipes and form up networks to increase rain water 




With the above characterization of pumping costs, we express the cost function for 
controlled flows as 
 3 ( )
u
i i iJ C P q t   (55) 
where ( )i iC P is a cost coefficient for pumping and varies for each neighborhood and since the 
electricity generated is directly related to rain water, it will be a function of local precipitation.   
3.3 Optimization problem formulation  
We now move on to express the sewage network management as an optimization 
problem with controlled flows as decision variables along with the physical constraints of 
operation range for controlled flows, mass balance law at junctions and constraints introduced 
along with logical variables. Using the state equation for discrete dynamics,  
 
1
0 1 2 3 4
0




v k A v A B u k i B k i B z k i B d k i


              (56) 
we can express the states at arbitrary step time as a function of initial states, control actions and 
logical variables in previous sample time. We demonstrate it with a specific example when 
3k  . From the constraint formulation Eq. (11),  
 2 3 1 4 5(3) (3) (3) (3)E E z E u E v E      (11) 
Expand the states variable using Eq. (56) 
 
3 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 1 2
3 4 1 2 3 4
(3) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (1) (1)
(1) (1) (2) (2) (2) (2)
v A v A B u A B A B z A B d AB u AB
AB z AB d B u B B z B d
 

      
     
 (57) 
Substitute in Eq. (11) 
 
2 2 2
4 1 4 2 4 3 4 1 4 2 4 3 4 1
3 2
4 2 4 3 1 2 3 4 4 4
4 5
(0) (0) (0) (1) (1) (1) (2)
(2) (2) (3) (3) (3) (0) (0) (1)
(2)
E A B u E A B E A B z E AB u E AB E AB z E B u
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Observe that left hand side of Eq. (58) is composed entirely of ( ),  ( ) and ( )u i i z i and right hand 
side is composed of rainfall, constant terms and the initial state vector, therefore we collect them 




















   
 (59) 
and generalize the expression for Eq. (11) as  
 1 2 3 0 F F F v    (60) 
With cost functions defined as Eq. (51), Eq. (53) and Eq. (55), we formulate the optimization 
problem as follows:  
 
1 1 2 2 3 3
1 2 3 0
min     
.        
           l u
c J c J c J






since overflows in different areas have different extent of impacts on environment, urban 
infrastructure and social activity, we can associate different weight coefficients such as 1 2,c c and 
3c depending on our priorities. Since all the cost functions depends linearly on  , we obtain the 
following Mixed Integer Linear Programming problem:  
 
1 2 3 0
min     
.        
           l u
L







where L collects all the constant coefficients of cost functions, l and u corresponds to lower 
and upper limit of logical variables and controlled flows. In the form of Eq. (62), we can solve 
the optimization problem using OPTI Toolbox in MATLAB [14].  
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Figure 5 OPTI Toolbox solver. 
where “xtype” in the first line of above figure corresponds to the data type of the decision 
variables, “B” stands for binary variables and “C” stands for continues variables. In the second 
line, “f” corresponds to the cost function we specified, “a” corresponds to 1F and “b” corresponds 




















Although the mixed integer linear programming problem formulated in Chapter 3 can be 
solved easily using OPTI Toolbox [14], the complexity of solving such problem grows 
exponentially with the number of variables. For urban drainage systems, it is typical to establish 
system models with tens or even hundreds of virtual tanks to achieve desirable performance. 
Thusly, the search space become too large to have the optimization problem be solved in an 
efficient manner and suits our real time control purpose. We therefore propose to partition the 
system into several sections according to geographical proximities and coupling relationships. 
Each subsystem receives local rainfall prediction and considers neighboring coupling as external 
disturbances. Then individual controller solves for local actions in parallel and exchange 
information with neighboring subsystems to update actions taken and system states. (System 
states will not be necessary in real application since state information can be measured directly 
and provided to subsystems.) Similar to the centralized case, only the first set of control actions 
are applied to the system and each subsystem will solve the optimization problem again with 
updated information and shifted horizon. Since each subsystem only receives partial information 
and makes local decisions, the performance of decentralized MPC is usually worse than 
centralized one. However, the computation time can be significantly reduced by breaking the 
large system into several small ones as shown in latter sections. There are naturally different 
separation schemes depending on priorities on geographical consideration, coupling emphasis 
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and information transmission. Different separation schemes have different performance under 
various rain scenarios as shown in 4.2.  
4.1 Decentralized construction 
 
Figure 6 Subsystem example. 
t =1  
System 1 
Known: initial condition of system 1 states and local rainfall prediction  
Solve for control actions over the horizon and compute coupling information. Apply control 
actions corresponding to first time step.  
System 2 
Known: initial condition of system 2 states and local rainfall prediction  
Assumption: coupling from system 1 based on historical data  









Communicate with system 2 about actual coupling information at t =1  
  
System 2 
Correct system states information with actual coupling information at t=1.  
t =2 
System 1 
Known: Final states of previous time step and updated local rainfall prediction   
Solve for control actions with shifted horizon and update coupling information. Only the first set 
of control actions are applied.  
System 2 
Known: Final states of previous time step and updated local rainfall prediction   
Assumption: coupling from system 1 based on historical data  
Solve for control actions with shifted horizon and apply control actions corresponding to first 
time step.  
t =2+ 
System 1 
Communicate with system 2 about actual coupling information at t =2. 
System 2 





4.2 Partitioning methods comparison  
We consider two different partitioning schemes, one with emphasis on geographical 
proximity and the other with emphasis on coupling relationships. In Figure [2], virtual tank 2 
receives input from virtual tank 1 but two tanks could be geographically separated afar. 
Therefore, we propose the following partitioning schemes:  
 
Figure 7 Geographical partition. 
In this scheme, we partition the whole system into four subsystems as shown below:  
Geographical Partitioning 
Subsystem 1 Virtual tank 1. Manipulated flow 1 
Default sewer path 1 
Subsystem 2 Virtual tank 2. Manipulated flow 2 
Default sewer path 2 
Subsystem 3 Real tank 3. Manipulated flow 3 
Subsystem 4 Virtual tank 4 
Table 1 Geographical Partition. 
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However, the only neighboring coupling of virtual tank 2 originates from virtual tank 1 
and thusly it is logical to group them into one subsystem. In this scenario, subsystem 2 has no 
storage elements and previous decisions will not have any impact on current decisions.  
 
Figure 8 Coupling Partition. 
Coupling Partitioning 
Subsystem 1 Virtual tank 1 and 2. Manipulated flow 1 
Default sewer path 1. 
Subsystem 2 Manipulated flow 2 
Default sewer path 2 
Subsystem 3 Real tank 3. Manipulated flow 3 
Subsystem 4 Virtual tank 4 
Table 2 Coupling Partition. 
We briefly compare the performances of these two partitioning and the centralized 
optimal open loop controller. Each horizon is constituted by 5 time steps, each of length 300 
seconds. The unit of the rainfall refers to the number of tipping of the bucket gauge with details 
explained in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 9 Performance comparison between Geographical partition, Coupling partition and Centralized open 
loop controller with 50 units rainfall. 
 




Figure 10 Performance comparison between Geographical partition, Coupling partition and Centralized 












Figure 11 Performance comparison between Geographical partition, Coupling partition and Centralized 
open loop controller with 500 units rainfall. 
 
As we can see from the results shown in Figure 9, when the rainfall is not large and 
therefore not much actions are required by systems, three controllers share exact same control 
strategies and final costs. The centralized open loop controller has the best performance as it 
takes into account the whole system and makes decisions based on all rainfall predictions. 
Geographical and Coupling partitioning has different performances under different scenarios and 
as we can see from Figure 10 and 11, Geographical partition generates better solution compared 
with Coupling partition under huge rainfall while coupling partition perform better under 







Simulation Results  
 
5.1 Small system   
 
Figure 12 Sewer network. 
 
To demonstrate the use of developed model, we present a simulation assuming perfect 
knowledge of rain prediction and solve the optimization problem in one open loop iteration. 
Parameters are based on a physical system introduced in [12] and the sewage system used is 
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shown in Figure 2. System dynamics is introduced in Eq. (41) – Eq. (49). There are four tanks in 
the system and three of them are virtual tanks. We use three manipulated flow to manage the 
system with operation bounds shown in Table 4 and we consider a sampling time equal to 300 
seconds. Using Eq. (62), we arrange the decision variables as follow: 
 
1 2 3 0
min     
.        
           l u
L







1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 15 26 1 2 3 4 15 26 115 226 15 26[ , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ]
u u u u u Tq q q z z z z z z z z z z          (63) 
Tank parameters are presented in the following table :  
Tank S( 2m ) i  
1( )i s
  3(m )iv  





T1 323,576 1.03 47.1 10  16,901 
T2 164,869 10.4 45.8 10  43,000 
T3 5,076 - 42.0 10  35,000 
T4 754,131 0.48 41.0 10  26,659 
Table 3 Tank parameters. 
 
Manipulated flow/ Sewer path  Capacity (
3 1m  s ) 
1
uq  9.1 
2
uq  25 
3
uq  7 
1
sq  9.14 
2
sq  3.4 
Table 4 Control variables and sewer path. 
As introduced in Chapter 2, we collect all the physical constraints, such as mass balance 
flow and real tank physical capacities, and logical constraints associated with i and iz into the 
following inequalities. We demonstrate it for this system in the following section. 
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 2 3 1 4 5( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E t E z t E u t E x t E      (11) 
    
5.1.1 Logical variables and constraints   
There are 18 logical variables in this simulation and we elaborate their definitions as 
follow: 
 1 1 11 0v v      (64) 
 
2 2 21 0v v      (65) 
 
3 3 31 0v v      (66) 
 
4 4 41 0v v      (67) 
 
4 1 1 11 0
out u sq q q       (68) 
 
6 2 2 21 0
out u sq q q       (69) 
 
15 1 5    (70) 
 
26 2 6    (71) 
 1 1 1z v   (72) 
 
2 2 2z v   (73) 
 3 3 3z v   (74) 
 
4 4 4z v   (75) 
 15 1 5z v   (76) 
 26 2 6z v   (77) 
 115 1 15z v   (78) 





u uz q   (80) 
 
26 2 6
u uz q   (81) 
There are 47 constraints including both physical and those introduced from logical 
variables. We present as follow:  
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
uv z q v         (82) 
 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
uv z q v         (83) 
 2 3 3 30
u ut q t q v v         (84) 
 3 3 30
uq v    (85)  
 1 1 1 0
upperv z    (86) 
 1 1z v  (87) 
 1 1 1 1 1
upper upperv z v v      (88) 
 2 2 2 0
upperv z    (89) 
 2 2z v  (90) 
 2 2 2 2 2
u uv z v v      (91) 
 4 4 4 0
uv z    (92) 
 4 4z v  (93) 
 4 4 4 4 4
u uv z v v      (94) 
 1 5 15 0
uv z    (95) 
 15 1z v  (96) 
 1 5 5 1 1
u uv z v v      (97) 
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 2 6 26 0
uv z    (98) 
 26 2z v  (99) 
 2 6 26 2 2
u uv z v v      (100) 
 1 15 115 0
uv z    (101) 
 115 1z v  (102) 
 1 15 115 1 1
u uv z v v      (103) 
 2 26 226 0
uv z    (104)  
 226 2z v  (105) 
 2 26 226 2 2
u uv z v v     (106) 
 1 5 15 0
u uq z    (107) 
 15 1
u uz q  (108) 
 1 5 15 1 1
u u u uq z q q      (109) 
 2 6 26 0
u uq z    (110) 
 26 2
u uz q  (111) 
 2 6 26 2 2
u u u uq z q q      (112) 
 1 1 1 1 1m v v m     (113) 
 1 1 1 1( )M v v         (114) 
 2 2 2 2 2m v v m     (115) 
 2 2 2 2( )M v v         (116) 
 4 4 4 4 4m v v m     (117) 
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 4 4 4 4( )M v v         (118) 
 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1
s uv q z q v           (119) 
 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 15 1 1 1 15 1 115 1 1 1 1( ) ( )
s u sv q v z z z q v q                     (120) 
 2 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 2 2
s uv q z q v           (121) 
 2 2 2 2 6 2 2 26 2 2 2 26 2 226 2 2 2 2( ) ( )
s u sv q v z z z q v q                     (122) 
 1 15 0     (123) 
 5 15 0     (124) 
 1 5 15 1      (125) 
 2 26 0     (126) 
 6 26 0     (127) 
 2 6 26 1      (128) 
 
where uiv refers to the possible maximum value the corresponding tank can take and it is defined 
as follow:  
 max{ }upperi i i i iv v S t d       (129) 
and /i iM m refers to the possible maximum/minimum of the difference between tank volumes 
and tank capacity:  
 upperi i iM v v   (130) 
 i im v   (131) 
With 3 control variables and 18 logical variables for each time step, we collect them into 
a column vector with a length of 21.  
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5.1.2 Cost functions  
In this simulation, we consider following three objectives and associate them with weight 
coefficients as follows:  
1. Minimize the overflow in virtual tanks with 1 1c  . 
2. Minimize the overflow in sewer paths with 2 1c  . 
3. Minimize the operation costs of manipulated flow 3 0.5c  . 
Using Eq. (63), we characterize the cost function as follows: 
 
1 2 3 1 1 15 2 2 26 1 15 2 26
1 115 2 226 15 26 1 5 2 6
1 2 4 1 1 2 2 4 4
0.5 ( )u u u
u u s s
L t q q q v t v t t z t z
t z t z t z t z q t q t
z z z v v v
      
   
  
                
               
     
 (132) 
5.1.3 Results   
We now present the results using the above formulation to demonstrate the performance 
of the controller under various initial conditions and rain scenarios. We denote manipulated 
flows as Flow 1, Flow 2 and Flow 3 respectively with units of 
3 1m s and use 1 to denote the 
logical events of overflowing at corresponding location. Each row corresponds to the situation at 
one time step and we observe that if we start with zero initial conditions of four tanks, the first 
row will always be zero since there is no water available to control with. Note that the status of 
tank 3 is not included since it is a real tank and it is considered without overflowing capabilities.  
The unit of rain profile corresponds to the number of tipping of bucket rain gauge [12] in one 
sampling time (300 s) where each tipping corresponds to an event of 
11.2 mm h of rainfall. The 
rain intensity is then calculated using appropriate units conversion and is assumed to be the same 




Profile Rain Initial conditions Total cost 
Profile 1 [0,20,50,80,100] [0,0,0,0] 1.9853e+03 
Profile 2 [100,120,130,80,20] [10000,20000,10000,5000] 4.1062e+04 
Profile 3 [200,200,200,200,200] [0,0,0,0] 8.8898e+04 
Table 5 Rain profile and initial conditions. 
 
 
Figure 13 Profile 1 actions. 
 




Figure 15 Profile 3 actions. 
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5.1.4 Centralized MPC solutions  
Now we consider the case when the rain prediction is not accurate and we use Model 
Predictive Control to compensate for modeling errors and unpredicted external disturbances. We 
consider a horizon of 5 time steps, each of length 300 seconds. Rainfall prediction over the 
whole horizon is provided to the controller at the beginning of each time step. The controller will 
apply the first set of control actions at the end of the iteration and new rainfall prediction is 
updated to the controller afterwards. The optimization problem will then be solved again with 
updated system information and shifted horizon. We compare the performance of MPC 
controller under different scenarios where in one case the rainfall prediction is almost same as 
the initial prediction while the other differs drastically from the initial one. The rainfall profile 
uses same units as in previous section and each row corresponds to the prediction provided to the 
controller at each time step. Therefore, the accurate rainfall is the first element of each row and is 
marked with red color. The initial conditions in all cases are zero. 
Initial prediction              130, 100, 140, 90, 60 
1st update                          90, 130, 80, 60, 50 
2nd update                       120, 80, 62, 53, 82 
3rd update                          85, 60, 45, 70, 50 
4th update                          45, 40, 62, 48, 65 
Accurate rain prediction  130, 90, 120, 85, 45 
Initial prediction              130, 100, 140, 90, 60 
1st update                            0, 130, 80, 60, 50 
2nd update                         20, 80, 62, 53, 82 
3rd update                        180, 60, 45, 70, 50 
4th update                        150, 40, 62, 48, 65 
Accurate rain prediction  130, 0, 20, 180, 150 
Table 6 Centralized MPC rain profile. 
When the discrepancy between the initial prediction and the following updates is small, 
as in the rain profile on left of Table 6, the MPC controller generates same strategies as the open 




Figure 16 Same performance between open loop controller and MPC. 
 
However, when the differences between the initial rainfall prediction and following 
updates become significant, as in the rain profile in the right of Table 6,  we observe that the 
MPC method generate different control strategies than the open loop one. 
 
Figure 17 Open loop controller performance. 
 
 




5.1.5 Decentralized MPC solution  
Next, we compare the performances between the centralized controller and two partition 
schemes introduced in Chapter 4 under various rain scenarios. The rainfall prediction is fed to 
the controller at the beginning of each time step and the actual rainfall is marked with red color 
as before.  The cost function is composed of virtual tank overflowing, sewer path overflowing 
and operation cost. The controller with highest costs is marked with red color in Table 7. Note 
that when the total rainfall that enters the system becomes large and unpredictable, decentralized 
controllers can perform better than the centralized one. This is possibly due to the fact that the 
rainfall predictions between time steps are largely different therefore the decisions made by 
centralized controller taking into account the whole system suffers larger costs than decentralized 
controllers and therefore the centralized controller induce higher costs.  
rain=[500,200,300,400,200; %profile 3  
          300, 20, 80,500,600; 
              200,200,200,200,200; 
                  200,200,200,200,200; 
                 200,200,200,200,200]; 
                       
rain=[130,100,140,90,60;  %profile 2 
            0,130,80,60,50; 
               20,80,62,53,82; 
                 180,60,45,70,50; 
                    150,40,62,48,65]; 
 
rain=[160,250,250,130,230; %profile 3  
          250,250,130,230,0; 
              250,130,230,0,0; 
                  130,230,0,0,0; 
                      230,0,0,0,0]; 
 
rain=[200,200,200,200,200; %profile 4  
          200,200,200,200,200; 
              200,200,200,200,200; 
                  200,200,200,200,200; 
                 200,200,200,200,200]; 
 
rain=[50,80,90,20,10; %profile 6  
          60,70,50,40,30; 
              53,42,26,23,32; 
                  20,30,62,43,36; 
                      43,39,53,15,20]; 
 
rain=[120,120,110,170,150; %profile 9  
          150,100,150,140,130; 
              130,160,126,123,132; 
                  140,140,162,143,136; 
                 110,139,153,115,120]; 
 























Profile 1 1.7376e+05 1.7657e+05 1.7845e+05 1.7929e+05 
Profile 2 1.0122e+04 1.0122e+04 1.0122e+04 1.0122e+04 
Profile 3 8.7599e+04 8.8029e+04 8.8029e+04 8.8029e+04 
Profile 4 8.8898e+04 9.0456e+04 8.9327e+04   8.9236e+04 
Profile 6 4.2382e+03 4.2382e+03 4.2382e+03 4.2388e+03 
Profile 9 4.2071e+04 4.2097e+04 4.2097e+04 4.2071e+04 
Table 7 Performance Comparison. 
 
5.2 Large System   
In the previous section, we demonstrated the use of incorporating logical variables into 
our modeling and investigated the validity of the model by performing numerical simulations. 
We compared the performance of the decentralized MPC and centralized MPC in terms of costs 
function with a small system shown in Figure 2. Due to the fact that the decentralized MPC only 
receives local information, the performance of decentralized MPC is naturally worse than the 
centralized one. To demonstrate the advantage of decentralized MPC in terms of reduced 




Figure 20 Large sewer network. 
 
There are 13 thanks in this configuration and 4 of them are real tanks marked with a 
cross. All the tanks are connected either through controlled flows or default sewer path. We use 
12 manipulated flows to manage the system with a slash marked on the connection. These virtual 
tanks can be considered to be an urban sewage system covering a neighborhood of a city with 
each virtual tank geographically separated and at the final level, all the sewage is processed 
through waste water treatment plant before it is released to the environment. Real tank 12 refers 
to the large reservoir of the urban sewage system that is usually used to storage all the untreated 
sewage that exceeds the capacity of the treatment plant. For example, the large underground 




Figure 21 Decentralized large system. 
We partition the system into 4 subsystems shown in different colors based mainly on 
geographical considerations. Since each subsystem covers different area, the local rainfall at each 
subsystem may differ. The structure of decentralized MPC is similar to those discussed in 
Chapter 4 but now each subsystem is of comparable size of a small system shown in previous 
section and therefore the advantage of decentralized MPC in terms of reducing computation time 
becomes obvious.  The rainfall profile is again fed to each subsystem at the beginning of the each 
time step and updated afterwards when one iteration is completed. We omit the details of the 
modeling formulation, constraints inequalities and rainfall profile due to the size of the system. 
The details of the simulation can be found in the Appendix. We show the strategies generated by 
each controller where 5 columns correspond to 5 time step and each column contains 12 actions 




5.2.1 Results  
Rain profile 1 results:  
 
Figure 22 Profile 1 open loop actions. 
 
Figure 23 Profile 1 centralized MPC actions. 
 




Rain profile 2 results:  
 
Figure 25 Profile 2 open loop actions. 
 




Figure 27 Profile 2 decentralized MPC actions. 
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Rain profile 3 results:  
 
Figure 28 Profile 3 open loop actions. 
 
Figure 29 Profile 3 centralized MPC actions. 
 




Rain profile 4 results:  
 
Figure 31 Profile 4 open loop actions. 
 
Figure 32 Profile 4 centralized MPC actions. 
 







 Open loop Centralized MPC Decentralized MPC 
Profile 1 2.5855e+03 2.5855e+03 2.5855e+03 
Profile 2 4.6167e+03 6.1330e+03 8.5327e+03 
Profile 3 5.7065e+04 6.3838e+04 6.7485e+04 
Profile 4 2.2906e+05 2.5244e+05 2.3970e+05 
Table 8 Large system costs comparison. 
 
 Open loop Centralized MPC Decentralized MPC 
Profile 1 0.1331 0.4394 0.2834 
Profile 2 0.0573 5.5762 1.2529 
Profile 3 0.7662 77.7161 4.0638 
Profile 4 2.8142 64.6046 3.7019 
Table 9 Large system computation time comparison. 
 
From Table 8 we observe similar trend for performance differences between the 
controllers. Open loop controller generates best control strategies in all scenarios and therefore 
can serve as an optimal solution standard for other controllers to compare against for sanity 
check. The decentralized controller usually perform worse than the centralized controller but 
when the rain fall becomes huge and the system reaches capacity, the performance difference 
between decentralized MPC and centralize MPC is insignificant as shown in profile 3 and profile 
4. However, the computation time of decentralized MPC is comparatively much smaller than the 
centralized MPC, especially in huge rain scenarios. We also observe similar phenomena where 
centralized MPC induce larger costs than decentralized MPC in some cases similar to those for 















Chapter 6  
Conclusion  
 
6.1 Summary  
The need for real time control techniques are getting increased attention around the globe 
due to increased extreme weather conditions and immediate needs for fully taking advantage of 
drainage infrastructures. Appropriate modeling of drainage systems is one of first challenge met 
by engineers and scientists. The physical feature of sewage flows are described by Saint-Venant 
equations but this level of detail is not necessary for our purpose of global management and real 
time control. We desire a linear model that captures all the characteristics of drainage systems 
and preserve the convexity of the problem in consideration of the computation. Mixed Logical 
Dynamical Systems [8], which associates binary variables to logical events by introducing linear 
inequality constraints involving binary variables, helps us to develop such linear models using 
virtual tank [12] concepts. Manipulated flows controlled by hydraulic pumps are used to divert 
flows from tank to tank to ensure appropriate utilization of the storage capacity. By considering 
rainfall as external disturbances, we express the tank volume as discrete dynamics equations. We 
then define appropriate cost functions, such as minimizing Combined Sewer Overflow in urban 
areas and minimizing operation costs of manipulated flows, to pose the drainage system 
management problem as an optimization problem respecting sewage discrete dynamics, and 
constraints introduced by logical variables. We also presented two engineering devices 
introduced in [13] to reduce operation costs by harvesting rain power and rain energy at various 
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locations to generate electricity. Based on our priorities on minimizing overflows at different 
areas and minimizing operation costs, we can tailor the controllers to our needs by associating 
different weight coefficients with different cost functions.  
Model Predictive Control is usually used in process control such as chemical plants and 
oil refineries. By only applying the first set of control actions and constantly re-solving the 
optimization problem with shifted horizon and updated information, Model Predictive Control is 
able to compensate for modeling errors and rainfall prediction inaccuracies and readily suits our 
purpose. With the cost functions formulated earlier for the purpose of minimizing combined 
sewer overflows, we can easily formulate our problem in the framework of Model Predictive 
Control. However, the presence of logical variables introduced earlier makes the problem to be a 
Mixed Integer Linear Programming problem and the complexity of solving such problems grows 
exponentially with the number of the variables. The size of urban drainage systems naturally 
induces models with tens or even hundreds of variables. Thusly, directly applying Model 
Predictive Control would take too much time and defeat our real time control purpose. We 
propose to partition the system into several subsections based on geographical proximity and 
coupling relationships. Each subsystem computes local control actions based on local rainfall 
prediction and neighboring couplings are considered as external disturbances. Neighboring 
controllers will also exchange information to increase performance. We demonstrate the 
advantage of decentralized Model Predictive Control with several numerical simulations under 
different rain scenarios and initial conditions. Several partition schemes were also compared to 
explore the best structure under various situations. Decentralized Model Predictive Control 
induces larger costs in most of scenarios but significantly reduced computation time compared 
with centralized Model Predictive Control justifies its application.  
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The general applicability of the presented modeling methods and decentralizing schemes 
make this framework can applied to any modern urban sewage systems provided that enough 
system information can be obtained. The built in robustness provided by Model Predictive 
Control techniques proved to be an effective method for manage drainage system to 
accommodate for modeling errors and rainfall prediction inaccuracies.  
 
6.2 Future work   
The partition scheme based on coupling relations in this thesis was completed by human 
observation logical deduction. For systems with larger sizes and finer details, this approach is not 
suitable and susceptible to errors. We can automates this process by inspecting the coupling 
coefficients between the tanks and separate them according to prescribed threshold. This method 
is more tractable and less prone to human errors especially in the case of large systems.  
As observed in previous simulations, decentralized MPC controllers of different partition 
schemes have different performances in various scenarios. This feature can be explored further 
by performing more numerical simulations and generalize the pattern for the optimal one. The 
drainage system can therefore be adapted to different decentralized schemes according to 
incoming rain scenarios to ensure optimal performances.  
Rain profiles used in the simulation are provided to controllers as a vector containing the 
predicted rain data over the horizon. Statistical rainfall profile based on historical data can be 
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Simulation Code for the large system  
Centralized MPC  
%% system specification  
  
syms dt eps v1 v1u v1l v1m beta1 S1 phi1 delta1 deltaS1 deltaS1a1 z1 zS1a1 zS1a1a1 zuS1 qu1 
qs1m... 
        v2 v2u v2l v2m beta2 S2 phi2 delta2 deltaS2 deltaS2a2 z2 zS2a2 zS2a2a2 zuS2 qu2 qs2m... 
        v3 v3m qu3 beta3... 
        v4 v4u v4l v4m beta4 S4 phi4 delta4 deltaS4 deltaS4a4 z4 zS4a4 zS4a4a4 zuS4 qu4 qs4m... 
        v5 v5u v5l v5m beta5 S5 phi5 delta5 deltaS5 deltaS5a5 z5 zS5a5 zS5a5a5 zuS5 qu5 qs5m... 
        v6 v6m beta6 qu6 ... 
        v7 v7u v7l v7m beta7 S7 phi7 delta7 deltaS7 deltaS7a7 z7 zS7a7 zS7a7a7 zuS7 qu7 qs7m... 
        v8 v8u v8l v8m beta8 S8 phi8 delta8 deltaS8 deltaS8a8 z8 zS8a8 zS8a8a8 zuS8 qu8 qs8m... 
        v9 v9u v9l v9m beta9 S9 phi9 delta9 deltaS9 deltaS9a9 z9 zS9a9 zS9a9a9 zuS9 qu9 qs9m... 
        v10 v10m beta10 qu10 ... 
        v11 v11u v11l v11m beta11 S11 phi11 delta11 deltaS11 deltaS11a11 z11 zS11a11 zS11a11a11 
zuS11 qu11 qs11m... 
        v12 v12u  v12m beta12 qu12 ... 
        v13 v13u v13l v13m beta13 S13 phi13 delta13 deltaS13 deltaS13a13 z13 zS13a13 zS13a13a13 
zuS13 qu13 ... 
        qu1m qu2m qu3m qu4m qu5m qu8m qu7m qu8m qu9m qu10m qu11m qu12m ...  
        qs1m qs2m qs4m qs5m qs7m qs8m qs9m qs11m  ... 
        m1 m2  m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10 m11  m13 ...   
        M1 M2  M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11  M13 ... 
        v01 v02 v03 v04 v05 v06 v07 v08 v09 v010 v011 v012 v013 ... 
        p01 p02 p03 p04 p05 p06 p07 p08 p09 p010 p011 p012 p013 ... 
        p11 p12 p13 p14 p15 p16 p17 p18 p19 p110 p111 p112 p113 ... 
        p21 p22 p23 p24 p25 p26 p27 p28 p29 p210 p211 p212 p213 ... 
        p31 p32 p33 p34 p35 p36 p37 p38 p39 p310 p311 p312 p313 ... 
        p41 p42 p43 p44 p45 p46 p47 p48 p49 p410 p411 p412 p413 ... 
        z01 z02 z03 z04 z05 z06 z07 z08 z09 z010 z011 z012 z013 ... 
        z11 z12 z13 z14 z15 z16 z17 z18 z19 z110 z111 z112 z113 ... 
        z21 z22 z23 z24 z25 z26 z27 z28 z29 z210 z211 z212 z213 ... 
        z31 z32 z33 z34 z35 z36 z37 z38 z39 z310 z311 z312 z313 ... 
        z0S1a1 z0S1a1a1 z0S2a2 z0S2a2a2 z0S4a4 z0S4a4a4 z0S5a5 z0S5a5a5 z0S7a7 z0S7a7a7 z0S8a8 
z0S8a8a8 z0S9a9 z0S9a9a9 z0S11a11 z0S11a11a11 z0uS1 z0uS2 z0uS4 z0uS5 z0uS7 z0uS8 z0uS9 z0uS11 ... 
        z1S1a1 z1S1a1a1 z1S2a2 z1S2a2a2 z1S4a4 z1S4a4a4 z1S5a5 z1S5a5a5 z1S7a7 z1S7a7a7 z1S8a8 
z1S8a8a8 z1S9a9 z1S9a9a9 z1S11a11 z1S11a11a11 z1uS1 z1uS2 z1uS4 z1uS5 z1uS7 z1uS8 z1uS9 z1uS11 ... 
        z2S1a1 z2S1a1a1 z2S2a2 z2S2a2a2 z2S4a4 z2S4a4a4 z2S5a5 z2S5a5a5 z2S7a7 z2S7a7a7 z2S8a8 
z2S8a8a8 z2S9a9 z2S9a9a9 z2S11a11 z2S11a11a11 z2uS1 z2uS2 z2uS4 z2uS5 z2uS7 z2uS8 z2uS9 z2uS11 ... 
        z3S1a1 z3S1a1a1 z3S2a2 z3S2a2a2 z3S4a4 z3S4a4a4 z3S5a5 z3S5a5a5 z3S7a7 z3S7a7a7 z3S8a8 
z3S8a8a8 z3S9a9 z3S9a9a9 z3S11a11 z3S11a11a11 z3uS1 z3uS2 z3uS4 z3uS5 z3uS7 z3uS8 z3uS9 z3uS11 ... 
        delta01 delta02 delta03 delta04 delta05 delta06 delta07 delta08 delta09 delta010 delta011 
delta012 delta013 delta0S1 delta0S1a1 delta0S2 delta0S2a2 delta0S4 delta0S4a4 delta0S5 delta0S5a5 
delta0S7 delta0S7a7 delta0S8 delta0S8a8 delta0S9 delta0S9a9 delta0S11 delta0Sa11 ... 
        delta11 delta12 delta13 delta14 delta15 delta16 delta17 delta18 delta19 delta110 delta111 
delta112 delta113 delta1S1 delta1S1a1 delta1S2 delta1S2a2 delta1S4 delta1S4a4 delta1S5 delta1S5a5 
delta1S7 delta1S7a7 delta1S8 delta1S8a8 delta1S9 delta1S9a9 delta1S11 delta1Sa11 ... 
        delta21 delta22 delta23 delta24 delta25 delta26 delta27 delta28 delta29 delta210 delta211 
delta212 delta213 delta2S1 delta2S1a1 delta2S2 delta2S2a2 delta2S4 delta2S4a4 delta2S5 delta2S5a5 
delta2S7 delta2S7a7 delta2S8 delta2S8a8 delta2S9 delta2S9a9 delta2S11 delta2Sa11 ... 
        delta31 delta32 delta33 delta34 delta35 delta36 delta37 delta38 delta39 delta310 delta311 
delta312 delta313 delta3S1 delta3S1a1 delta3S2 delta3S2a2 delta3S4 delta3S4a4 delta3S5 delta3S5a5 
delta3S7 delta3S7a7 delta3S8 delta3S8a8 delta3S9 delta3S9a9 delta3S11 delta3Sa11 ... 
        u01 u02 u03 u04 u05 u06 u07 u08 u09 u010 u011 u012 ... 
        u11 u12 u13 u14 u15 u16 u17 u18 u19 u110 u111 u112 ... 
        u21 u22 u23 u24 u25 u26 u27 u28 u29 u210 u211 u212 ... 
        u31 u32 u33 u34 u35 u36 u37 u38 u39 u310 u311 u312 ... 
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A = sym(zeros(13,13));   %tank  
B1 = sym(zeros(13,12));  %control  
B2 = sym(zeros(13,29));   %delta  
B3 = sym(zeros(13,37));   %z 









    
z0S1a1;z0S1a1a1;z0S2a2;z0S2a2a2;z0S4a4;z0S4a4a4;z0S5a5;z0S5a5a5;z0S7a7;z0S7a7a7;z0S8a8;z0S8a8a8;z
0S9a9;z0S9a9a9;z0S11a11;z0S11a11a11; 
    z0uS1;z0uS2;z0uS4;z0uS5;z0uS7;z0uS8;z0uS9;z0uS11]; 
z1=[z11;z12;z13;z14;z15;z16;z17;z18;z19;z110;z111;z112;z113; 
    
z1S1a1;z1S1a1a1;z1S2a2;z1S2a2a2;z1S4a4;z1S4a4a4;z1S5a5;z1S5a5a5;z1S7a7;z1S7a7a7;z1S8a8;z1S8a8a8;z
1S9a9;z1S9a9a9;z1S11a11;z1S11a11a11; 
    z1uS1;z1uS2;z1uS4;z1uS5;z1uS7;z1uS8;z1uS9;z1uS11]; 
z2=[z21;z22;z23;z24;z25;z26;z27;z28;z29;z210;z211;z212;z213; 
    
z2S1a1;z2S1a1a1;z2S2a2;z2S2a2a2;z2S4a4;z2S4a4a4;z2S5a5;z2S5a5a5;z2S7a7;z2S7a7a7;z2S8a8;z2S8a8a8;z
2S9a9;z2S9a9a9;z2S11a11;z2S11a11a11; 
    z2uS1;z2uS2;z2uS4;z2uS5;z2uS7;z2uS8;z2uS9;z2uS11]; 
z3=[z31;z32;z33;z34;z35;z36;z37;z38;z39;z310;z311;z312;z313; 
    
z3S1a1;z3S1a1a1;z3S2a2;z3S2a2a2;z3S4a4;z3S4a4a4;z3S5a5;z3S5a5a5;z3S7a7;z3S7a7a7;z3S8a8;z3S8a8a8;z
3S9a9;z3S9a9a9;z3S11a11;z3S11a11a11; 



















u0 = [u01;u02;u03;u04;u05;u06;u07;u08;u09;u010;u011;u012]; 
u1 = [u11;u12;u13;u14;u15;u16;u17;u18;u19;u110;u111;u112]; 
u2 = [u21;u22;u23;u24;u25;u26;u27;u28;u29;u210;u211;u212]; 

























































































































































%% constraints  
E1=sym(zeros(206,12)); %qu 
E2=sym(zeros(206,29)); %delta 
E3=sym(zeros(206,37)); %z  
E4=sym(zeros(206,13)); %v 


























E5(3,1)=v3m;    %qu2 
  
E1(4,3)=-1; 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E2(206,29)=-1;  %deltaS11a11 
E5(206,1)=1; 
%% constraints integration  














































































































L2(1,78)=-dt;     %qs11 overflow 



















































































L2(1,78+78)=-dt;     %qs11 overflow 


















































































L2(1,78+78*2)=-dt;     %qs11 overflow 





















































































L2(1,78+78*3)=-dt;     %qs11 overflow 


















































































L2(1,78+78*4)=-dt;     %qs11 overflow 




beta=[7.1e-4,5.8e-4,2e-3,1e-3];%volumetric flow coefficient 






x0 = zeros(1,13); 
% x0 = [ 4332.7; 
%         22290; 
%             0; 
%        4705.8; 
%        4332.7; 
%             0; 
%         22290; 
%        4332.7; 
%         22290; 
%             0; 
%        4705.8; 
%             0; 
%        4705.8]; 
% x0=[9075.6; 
%         47561; 
%        2872.8; 
%         12299; 
%        9075.6; 
%             0; 
%         47561; 
%         12954; 
%         47561; 
%             0; 
%         13326; 
%             0; 
%         13194]; 
% x0 = [  13475; 
%         68096; 
%         11022; 
%         18686; 
%         13475; 
%             0; 
%         68096; 
%         16901; 
%         68096; 
%         14590; 
%         16206; 
%             0; 
%         26560]; 
%  x0 = [ 18270; 
%         74955; 
%         21374; 
%         24276; 
%         18270; 
%             0; 
%         74955; 
%         20967; 
80 
 
%         74955; 
%         29554; 
%         19670; 
%         13198; 
%         27788]; 
  
% x0=[6956,36453,2673,8970,6956,0,36456,7042,36453,2897,10223,0,10121]; 






% rain = [200,200,200,200,200]; 
% rain=[130,170,190,230,170]; 
% rain = [190,250,190,0,0]; 
% rain = [130,160,210,250,180]; 
% rain = [170,200,270,170,0]; 
% rain = [190,250,190,0,0]; 
% rain = [230,170,0,0,0]; 
% rain = [170,0,0,0,0]; 
% rain = [100,0,0,0,0]; 
rain = [30,65,55,48,49]; 
% rain = [100,0,0,0,0]; 
  













































































































































































































% for i=1:13  
%     d0(i)=p(1); 
% end    % d0 
% d0=eval(d0); 
% for i=1:13  
%     d1(i)=p(2); 
% end    %d1 
% d1=eval(d1); 
% for i=1:13  
%     d2(i)=p(3); 
% end    %d2 
% d2=eval(d2); 
% for i=1:13  
%     d3(i)=p(4); 
% end    %d3 
% d3=eval(d3); 
% for i=1:13  
%     d4(i)=p(5); 














































































































lb = zeros(78*5,1);                 %Bounds on x (lb <= x) 
uub = [qu1m;qu2m;qu3m;qu4m;qu5m;qu6m;qu7m;qu8m;qu9m;qu10m;qu11m;qu12m];         %u upper bound 
  
  




zub = zeros(37,1);            %z upper bound 
for i=1:37 
    zub(i,1)=inf; 
end 
  
ub = [uub;dub;zub;uub;dub;zub;uub;dub;zub;uub;dub;zub;uub;dub;zub]; 







% lyc = zeros(1030,390); 
% for i=1:1030  
%     for j=1:390 
%         lyc(i,j)=eval(F1(i,j)); 
%         disp(i) 
%         disp(j) 














Opt = opti('f',f,'ineq',a,b,'bounds',lb,ub,'xtype',xtype); 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































beta = [beta1,beta2,beta3,beta4,beta5,beta6,beta7,beta8,beta9,beta10,beta11,beta12,beta13]; 
betamatrix = eye(13); 
for i=1:13  





action2 = [x(1:12),x(78+1:12+78),x(78*2+1:12+78*2),x(78*3+1:12+78*3),x(78*4+1:12+78*4)]; 
stepcost =eval([L2(1:78)*x(1:78); 
           L2(78*1+1:78*2)*x(78*1+1:78*2); 
           L2(78*2+1:78*3)*x(78*2+1:78*3); 
           L2(78*3+1:78*4)*x(78*3+1:78*4); 
           L2(78*4+1:78*5)*x(78*4+1:78*5)]); 
  
rain0 = eval(B4*d0); 
rain1 = eval(B4*d1); 
rain2 = eval(B4*d2); 
rain3 = eval(B4*d3); 
rain4 = eval(B4*d4); 
        
total_storage = v1m+v2m+v3m+v4m+v5m+v6m+v7m+v8m+v9m+v10m+v11m+v12m+v13m; 























logic = table;  
logic.tank1 = Logic_states_transpose(:,1); 
logic.tank2 = Logic_states_transpose(:,2); 
logic.tank3 = Logic_states_transpose(:,3); 
logic.tank4 = Logic_states_transpose(:,4); 
logic.tank5 = Logic_states_transpose(:,5); 
logic.tank6 = Logic_states_transpose(:,6); 
logic.tank7 = Logic_states_transpose(:,7); 
logic.tank8 = Logic_states_transpose(:,8); 
logic.tank9 = Logic_states_transpose(:,9); 
logic.tank10 = Logic_states_transpose(:,10); 
logic.tank11 = Logic_states_transpose(:,11); 
logic.tank12 = Logic_states_transpose(:,12); 
logic.tank13 = Logic_states_transpose(:,13); 
logic.sewage1 = Logic_states_transpose(:,14); 
logic.sewage2 = Logic_states_transpose(:,15); 
logic.sewage4 = Logic_states_transpose(:,16); 
logic.sewage5 = Logic_states_transpose(:,17); 
logic.sewage7 = Logic_states_transpose(:,18); 
logic.sewage8 = Logic_states_transpose(:,19); 
logic.sewage9 = Logic_states_transpose(:,20); 
logic.sewage11 = Logic_states_transpose(:,21); 
  
Final_states = [eval(v1),eval(v2),eval(v3),eval(v4)]; 
step_costs = [eval(L2(1:78*1)*x(1:78*1)); 
              eval(L2(1+78*1:78*2)*x(1+78*1:78*2)); 
              eval(L2(1+78*2:78*3)*x(1+78*2:78*3)); 
              eval(L2(1+78*3:78*4)*x(1+78*3:78*4)); 
              eval(L2(1+78*4:78*5)*x(1+78*4:78*5))]; 
  
% info.Time          
controlsum = 
[sum(action2(:,1)),sum(action2(:,2)),sum(action2(:,3)),sum(action2(:,4)),sum(action2(:,5)),]; 
               
Decentralized MPC main function  
%%   Large system decentralized MPC  
% sub1 initial 
clear 
sub1_x0 = [0;0;0;0]; 
  
% rain = [30,70,60,40,30; 
%            65,56,55,32,42; 
%               55,53,28,43,39; 
%                  48,50,39,37,40; 
%                     49,39,34,36,40]; 
  
rain = [90,110,120,130,90; 
            95,110,126,86,76; 
               108,123,77,69,53; 
                   118,75,67,50,49; 
                       68,61,48,39,20]; 
                    
% rain = [100,100,100,100,100; 
%         100,100,100,100,  0; 
%         100,100,100,  0,  0; 
%         100,100,  0,  0,  0; 
%         100,  0,  0,  0,  0]; 
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% rain = [200,200,200,200,200; 
%         200,200,200,200,200; 
%         200,200,200,200,200; 
%         200,200,200,200,200; 
%         200,200,200,200,200]; 
  
% rain = [130,160,210,250,180; 
%             170,200,270,170,0; 
%                 190,250,190,0,0; 
%                     230,170,0,0,0; 
%                         170,0,0,0,0]; 






% sub1_rain = [200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200]; 
% sub1_rain = [100,100,100,100,100; 
%              100,100,100,100,  0; 
%              100,100,100,  0,  0; 
%              100,100,  0,  0,  0; 
%              100,  0,  0,  0,  0]; 
% sub1_rain = [100,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0]; 
% sub1_rain =[130,160,210,250,180; 
%                 170,200,270,170,0; 
%                     190,250,190,0,0; 
%                         230,170,0,0,0; 
%                             170,0,0,0,0]; 
sub1_rain = rain; 
sub1_disturbance = [0,0,0,0,0]; %qs5m = 6.8  could use rain profile to 
% increase accuracy, if sub2 was calculated b4 sub1, no need to initialize 





sub1_op_cost = zeros(1,5); 
sub1_of_cost = zeros(1,5); 
  
% sub2 initial 
sub2_x0 = [0;0;0;0]; 
% sub2_rain = [200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200]; 
% sub2_rain = [100,100,100,100,100; 
%              100,100,100,100,  0; 
%              100,100,  0,  0,  0; 
%              100,100,  0,  0,  0; 
%              100,  0,  0,  0,  0];  
% sub2_rain = [100,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0]; 
% sub2_rain =[130,160,210,250,180; 
%                 170,200,270,170,0; 
%                     190,250,190,0,0; 
%                         230,170,0,0,0; 
%                             170,0,0,0,0]; 
sub2_rain = rain;  
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sub1_op_cost = zeros(1,5); 
sub1_of_cost = zeros(1,5); 
  
% sub3 initial 
sub3_x0 = [0;0;0]; 
% sub3_rain = [200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200]; 
% sub3_rain = [100,100,100,100,100; 
%              100,100,100,100,  0; 
%              100,100,  0,  0,  0; 
%              100,100,  0,  0,  0; 
%              100,  0,  0,  0,  0];  
% sub3_rain = [100,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0]; 
% sub3_rain =[130,160,210,250,180; 
%                 170,200,270,170,0; 
%                     190,250,190,0,0; 
%                         230,170,0,0,0; 
%                             170,0,0,0,0]; 
sub3_rain = rain ;  
sub3_disturbance = [0,0,0,0,0]; 





sub1_op_cost = zeros(1,5); 
sub1_of_cost = zeros(1,5); 
  
  
% sub4 initial 
sub4_x0 = [0,0]; 
% sub4_rain = [200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200; 
%              200,200,200,200,200]; 
% sub4_rain = [100,100,100,100,100; 
%              100,100,100,100,  0; 
%              100,100,  0,  0,  0; 
%              100,100,  0,  0,  0; 
%              100,  0,  0,  0,  0];  
% sub4_rain = [100,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0; 
%              0,0,0,0,0]; 
% sub4_rain =[130,160,210,250,180; 
%                 170,200,270,170,0; 
%                     190,250,190,0,0; 
%                         230,170,0,0,0; 
%                             170,0,0,0,0]; 
sub4_rain = rain ;  
sub4_disturbance = [0,0,0,0,0;   %qout4  
                    0,0,0,0,0;   %qu8 
                    0,0,0,0,0;   %qs8 
                    0,0,0,0,0;   %qu11 
                    0,0,0,0,0];  %qs11 







sub1_op_cost = zeros(1,5); 
sub1_of_cost = zeros(1,5); 
  
for i = 1:5  
%subsystem 1 
    
[sub1_endstates1,step_cost1,action1,cp_time1,qout4,op_cost1,of_cost1,suc1]=sub1function(sub1_x0,s
ub1_rain(i,:),sub1_disturbance); 
    if suc1 == -1 
        disp('Optimization Failure at subsystem 1') 
    end 
%     if i == 2  
%         of_cost1 
%         sub1_x0 
%         action1 
%     end  
%     sub1_finalstates(:,i)=sub1_endstates1; 
%     sub1_x0=sub1_endstates1; 
%     sub1_action(:,i)=action1; 
%     sub1_cost(i)=step_cost1; 
%     sub1_cptime(i)=cp_time1; 
sub1_op_cost(i) = op_cost1; 
sub1_of_cost(i) = of_cost1; 
  
%subsystem 2  
    
[sub2_endstates2,step_cost2,action2,cp_time2,qu7,qu8,qs5,qs8,op_cost2,of_cost2,suc2]=sub2function
(sub2_x0,sub2_rain(i,:)); 
    if suc2 == -1 
        disp('Optimization Failure at subsystem 2') 
    end 
sub2_op_cost(i) = op_cost2; 
sub2_of_cost(i) = of_cost2; 
    %beta5 = 7.1e-04 
     
%     sub2_finalstates(:,i)=sub2_endstates2; 
%     sub2_x0=sub2_endstates2; 
%     sub2_action(:,i)=action2; 
%     sub2_cost(i)=step_cost2; 
%     sub2_cptime(i)=cp_time2; 
  
%     disp(['t=',num2str(i)]) 
%     disp(qu7) 
  
%subsystem 3  
%     disp(['t=',num2str(i)]) 
%     disp(num2str(sub3_disturbance)) 
    [sub3_endstates3,step_cost3,action3,cp_time3,qu11,qs11,op_cost3,of_cost3,suc3]= 
sub3function(sub3_x0,sub3_rain(i,:),sub3_disturbance);  
     if suc3 == -1 
        disp(['Optimization Failure at subsystem 3 at t= ',num2str(i)]) 
        break 
     end 
    
sub3_op_cost(i) = op_cost3; 
sub3_of_cost(i) = of_cost3; 
%      action3.*300  
%      sub3_disturbance.*300 
%      disp(num2str(sub3_endstates3(2))) 
%     sub3_finalstates(:,i)=sub3_endstates3; 
%     sub3_x0=sub3_endstates3; 
%     sub3_action(:,i)=action3;  
%     sub3_cost(i)=step_cost3; 
%     sub3_cptime(i)=cp_time3; 
  
     
%subsystem 4  
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[sub4_endstates4,step_cost4,action4,cp_time4,qout13,op_cost4,of_cost4,suc4]=sub4function(sub4_x0,
sub4_rain(i,:),sub4_disturbance); 
    if suc4 == -1  
       disp(['Optimization Failure at subsystem 4 at t= ',num2str(i)]) 
    end  
  
     
     
     
sub4_op_cost(i) = op_cost4; 
sub4_of_cost(i) = of_cost4; 
  
%     sub4_finalstates(:,i)=sub4_endstates4; 
%     sub4_x0=sub4_endstates4; 
%     sub4_action(:,i)=action4;  
%     sub4_cost(i)=step_cost4; 
%     sub4_cptime(i)=cp_time4; 
     
















%state update  
    sub1_finalstates(:,i)=sub1_endstates1; 
    sub1_x0=sub1_endstates1; 
    sub1_action(:,i)=action1; 
    sub1_cost(i)=step_cost1; 
    sub1_cptime(i)=cp_time1; 
  
    sub2_finalstates(:,i)=sub2_endstates2; 
    sub2_x0=sub2_endstates2; 
    sub2_action(:,i)=action2; 
    sub2_cost(i)=step_cost2; 
    sub2_cptime(i)=cp_time2; 
     
    sub3_finalstates(:,i)=sub3_endstates3; 
    sub3_x0=sub3_endstates3; 
    sub3_action(:,i)=action3;  
    sub3_cost(i)=step_cost3; 
    sub3_cptime(i)=cp_time3; 
     
    sub4_finalstates(:,i)=sub4_endstates4; 
    sub4_x0=sub4_endstates4; 
    sub4_action(:,i)=action4;  
    sub4_cost(i)=step_cost4; 
    sub4_cptime(i)=cp_time4; 
     
     






sub3_disturbance = qu7(1:5); 










total_cost = sub1_totalcost+sub2_totalcost+sub3_totalcost+sub4_totalcost; 
  
sub1_total_time = sum(sub1_cptime); 
sub2_total_time = sum(sub2_cptime); 
sub3_total_time = sum(sub3_cptime); 
sub4_total_time = sum(sub4_cptime); 
  
total_time = sub1_total_time+sub2_total_time+sub3_total_time+sub4_total_time; 
  
control = [sub1_action; 
           sub4_action(1,:); 
           sub2_action; 
           sub3_action; 
           sub4_action(2,:)]; 
total_control = control.*300; 
  
step_cost = [sub1_cost(1)+sub2_cost(1)+sub3_cost(1)+sub4_cost(1); 
             sub1_cost(2)+sub2_cost(2)+sub3_cost(2)+sub4_cost(2); 
             sub1_cost(3)+sub2_cost(3)+sub3_cost(3)+sub4_cost(3); 
             sub1_cost(4)+sub2_cost(4)+sub3_cost(4)+sub4_cost(4); 
             sub1_cost(5)+sub2_cost(5)+sub3_cost(5)+sub4_cost(5);]; 
          
 Final_states = [sub1_finalstates; 
                sub2_finalstates; 
                sub3_finalstates; 
                sub4_finalstates]; 

















fsd1 = Final_states(:,1)-vmc;  
sum1 = 0; 
for i=1:13  
    if fsd1(i)>0 
        sum1 = sum1+fsd1(i); 
    end 
end 
  
fsd2 = Final_states(:,2)-vmc;  
sum2 = 0; 
for i=1:13  
    if fsd2(i)>0 
        sum2 = sum2+fsd2(i); 
    end 
end 
  
fsd3 = Final_states(:,3)-vmc;  
sum3 = 0; 
for i=1:13  
    if fsd3(i)>0 
        sum3 = sum3+fsd3(i); 





fsd4 = Final_states(:,4)-vmc;  
sum4 = 0; 
for i=1:13  
    if fsd4(i)>0 
        sum4 = sum4+fsd4(i); 




total_op_cost = sub1_op_cost+sub2_op_cost+sub3_op_cost+sub4_op_cost; 




Decentralized MPC subsystem 1 




%% Large system DMPC subsystem 1  
  
syms dt epsilon v1 v1u v1l v1m beta1 S1 phi1 delta1 deltaS1 deltaS1a1 z1 zS1a1 zS1a1a1 zuS1 qu1 
qs1m... 
        v2 v2u v2l v2m beta2 S2 phi2 delta2 deltaS2 deltaS2a2 z2 zS2a2 zS2a2a2 zuS2 qu2 qs2m... 
        v3 v3m qu3 beta3... 
        v4 v4u v4l v4m beta4 S4 phi4 delta4 deltaS4 deltaS4a4 z4 zS4a4 zS4a4a4 zuS4 qu4 qs4m... 
        qu1m qu2m qu3m ...  
        qs1m qs2m ... 
        m1 m2  m4 ... 
        M1 M2  M4 ... 
        v01 v02 v03 v04 ... 
        p01 p02 p03 p04 ... 
        p11 p12 p13 p14 ... 
        p21 p22 p23 p24 ... 
        p31 p32 p33 p34 ... 
        p41 p42 p43 p44 ... 
        z01 z02 z03 z04 ... 
        z11 z12 z13 z14 ... 
        z21 z22 z23 z24 ... 
        z31 z32 z33 z34 ... 
        z0S1a1 z0S1a1a1 z0S2a2 z0S2a2a2 z0S4a4 z0S4a4a4 ...  
        z0uS1 z0uS2 z0uS4 ... 
        z1S1a1 z1S1a1a1 z1S2a2 z1S2a2a2 ...  
        z1uS1 z1uS2 z1uS4 ... 
        z2S1a1 z2S1a1a1 z2S2a2 z2S2a2a2 z2S4a4 z2S4a4a4 ...  
        z2uS1 z2uS2 z2uS4 ... 
        z3S1a1 z3S1a1a1 z3S2a2 z3S2a2a2 ...  
        z3uS1 z3uS2 z3uS4 ... 
        delta01 delta02 delta03 delta04 ... 
        delta11 delta12 delta13 delta14 ... 
        delta21 delta22 delta23 delta24 ... 
        delta31 delta32 delta33 delta34 ... 
        delta0S1 delta0S1a1 delta0S2 delta0S2a2 delta0S4 delta0S4a4 ... 
        delta1S1 delta1S1a1 delta1S2 delta1S2a2 delta1S4 delta1S4a4 ... 
        delta2S1 delta2S1a1 delta2S2 delta2S2a2 delta2S4 delta2S4a4 ... 
        delta3S1 delta3S1a1 delta3S2 delta3S2a2 delta3S4 delta3S4a4 ... 
        u01 u02 u03 ... 
        u11 u12 u13 ... 
        u21 u22 u23 ... 
        u31 u32 u33 ... 
        qs5 ... % external disturbance to real tank 
         
     




A = sym(zeros(4,4));   %tank  
B1 = sym(zeros(4,3));  %control  
B2 = sym(zeros(4,8));   %delta  
B3 = sym(zeros(4,10));   %z 

















B4(3,3)= dt; %consider qs5 as disturbances  











B2(4,5)=dt*qs1m;   % deltaS1 






B3(4,5)=-dt*beta1;   %zs11 
B3(4,7)=-dt*beta2;   %zs22 
B3(4,6)=dt*beta1;    %zs111 
B3(4,8)=dt*beta2;    %zs222 
B3(4,9)=dt;          %zus1 
B3(4,10)=dt;          %zus2 














delta0 = [delta01;delta02;delta03;delta04;delta0S1;delta0S1a1;delta0S2;delta0S2a2]; 
delta1 = [delta11;delta12;delta13;delta14;delta1S1;delta1S1a1;delta1S2;delta1S2a2]; 
delta2 = [delta21;delta22;delta23;delta24;delta2S1;delta2S1a1;delta2S2;delta2S2a2]; 
delta3 = [delta31;delta32;delta33;delta34;delta3S1;delta3S1a1;delta3S2;delta3S2a2]; 
  
u0 = [u01;u02;u03]; 
u1 = [u11;u12;u13]; 
u2 = [u21;u22;u23]; 











%% constraints E 
E1=sym(zeros(56,3)); %qu 
E2=sym(zeros(56,8)); %delta 
E3=sym(zeros(56,10)); %z  
E4=sym(zeros(56,4)); %v 
















E5(3,1)=v3m-dt*qs5(1); %qu2  
  
E1(4,3)=-1; 











































































































































































































E2(56,8)=-1;        %deltaS2a2 
E5(56,1)=1; 
%% constraints E1  
E11 = E1; 
E21 = E2;  
E31 = E3;  
E41 = E4;  
E51 = E5;  
E51(3,1)=v3m-dt*qs5(2); %qu2  
%% constraints E2  
E12 = E1; 
E22 = E2;  
E32 = E3;  
E42 = E4;  
E52 = E5;  
E52(3,1)=v3m-dt*qs5(3); %qu2  
%% constraints E3  
E13 = E1; 
E23 = E2;  
E33 = E3;  
E43 = E4;  
E53 = E5;  
E53(3,1)=v3m-dt*qs5(4); %qu2  
%% constraints E4  
E14 = E1; 
E24 = E2;  
E34 = E3;  
E44 = E4;  
E54 = E5;  
E54(3,1)=v3m-dt*qs5(5); %qu2  
  
  
%% constraints integration  












































L2(1,7)=-v4m;    %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,8)=-dt*qs1m;   % deltaS1 
L2(1,9)=dt*beta1*v1m;  %deltaS11 
L2(1,16)=dt*beta1;     %zs1a1 
L2(1,17)=-dt*beta1;     %zs1a1a1 
L2(1,20)=-dt;  %zus1   %qs1 overflow 
  
L2(1,10)=-dt*qs2m;       %deltaS2 
L2(1,11)=dt*beta2*v2m;   %deltaS22 
L2(1,18)=dt*beta2;       %zs2a2 
L2(1,19)=-dt*beta2;      %zs2a2a2 
L2(1,21)=-dt;  %zus2   %qs2 overflow 













L2(1,7+21)=-v4m;    %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,8+21)=-dt*qs1m;   % deltaS1 
L2(1,9+21)=dt*beta1*v1m;  %deltaS11 
L2(1,16+21)=dt*beta1;     %zs1a1 
L2(1,17+21)=-dt*beta1;     %zs1a1a1 
L2(1,20+21)=-dt;  %zus1   %qs1 overflow 
  
L2(1,10+21)=-dt*qs2m;       %deltaS2 
L2(1,11+21)=dt*beta2*v2m;   %deltaS22 
L2(1,18+21)=dt*beta2;       %zs2a2 
L2(1,19+21)=-dt*beta2;      %zs2a2a2 
L2(1,21+21)=-dt;  %zus2   %qs2 overflow 















L2(1,7+21*2)=-v4m;    %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,8+21*2)=-dt*qs1m;   % deltaS1 
L2(1,9+21*2)=dt*beta1*v1m;  %deltaS11 
L2(1,16+21*2)=dt*beta1;     %zs1a1 
L2(1,17+21*2)=-dt*beta1;     %zs1a1a1 
L2(1,20+21*2)=-dt;  %zus1   %qs1 overflow 
  
L2(1,10+21*2)=-dt*qs2m;       %deltaS2 
L2(1,11+21*2)=dt*beta2*v2m;   %deltaS22 
L2(1,18+21*2)=dt*beta2;       %zs2a2 
L2(1,19+21*2)=-dt*beta2;      %zs2a2a2 
L2(1,21+21*2)=-dt;  %zus2   %qs2 overflow 













L2(1,7+21*3)=-v4m;    %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,8+21*3)=-dt*qs1m;   % deltaS1 
L2(1,9+21*3)=dt*beta1*v1m;  %deltaS11 
L2(1,16+21*3)=dt*beta1;     %zs1a1 
L2(1,17+21*3)=-dt*beta1;     %zs1a1a1 
L2(1,20+21*3)=-dt;  %zus1   %qs1 overflow 
  
L2(1,10+21*3)=-dt*qs2m;       %deltaS2 
L2(1,11+21*3)=dt*beta2*v2m;   %deltaS22 
L2(1,18+21*3)=dt*beta2;       %zs2a2 
L2(1,19+21*3)=-dt*beta2;      %zs2a2a2 
L2(1,21+21*3)=-dt;  %zus2   %qs2 overflow 













L2(1,7+21*4)=-v4m;    %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,8+21*4)=-dt*qs1m;   % deltaS1 
L2(1,9+21*4)=dt*beta1*v1m;  %deltaS11 
L2(1,16+21*4)=dt*beta1;     %zs1a1 
L2(1,17+21*4)=-dt*beta1;     %zs1a1a1 
L2(1,20+21*4)=-dt;  %zus1   %qs1 overflow 
  
L2(1,10+21*4)=-dt*qs2m;       %deltaS2 
L2(1,11+21*4)=dt*beta2*v2m;   %deltaS22 
L2(1,18+21*4)=dt*beta2;       %zs2a2 
L2(1,19+21*4)=-dt*beta2;      %zs2a2a2 
L2(1,21+21*4)=-dt;  %zus2   %qs2 overflow 





beta=[7.1e-4,5.8e-4,2e-3,1e-3];%volumetric flow coefficient 
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% rain = [100,130,140,150,90]; 
rain = rain_profile; 
  
  



























































































lb = zeros(21*5,1);                 %Bounds on x (lb <= x) 
uub = [qu1m;qu2m;qu3m];         %u upper bound 
  
dub = zeros(8,1);                %delta upperbound 
for i = 1:8 
   dub(i,1)=1;  
end 
zub = zeros(10,1);            %z upper bound 
for i=1:10 
    zub(i,1)=inf; 
end 
  











Opt = opti('f',f,'ineq',a,b,'bounds',lb,ub,'xtype',xtype); 























































































































cp_time = info.Time; 
% qout4=[beta4*v4m*x(7)+beta4*x0(4)-beta4*x(15), 
%        beta4*v4m*x(7+21)+eval(beta4*v1(4))-beta4*x(15+21), 
%        beta4*v4m*x(7+21*2)+eval(beta4*v2(4))-beta4*x(15+21*2), 
%        beta4*v4m*x(7+21*3)+eval(beta4*v3(4))-beta4*x(15+21*3), 
%        beta4*v4m*x(7+21*4)+eval(beta4*v4(4))-beta4*x(15+21*4)]; 
    
qout4=[ 
       beta4*v4m*x(7+21)+eval(beta4*v1(4))-beta4*x(15+21), 
       beta4*v4m*x(7+21*2)+eval(beta4*v2(4))-beta4*x(15+21*2), 
       beta4*v4m*x(7+21*3)+eval(beta4*v3(4))-beta4*x(15+21*3), 
       beta4*v4m*x(7+21*4)+eval(beta4*v4(4))-beta4*x(15+21*4), 
       beta4*v4m*x(7+21*4)+eval(beta4*v4(4))-beta4*x(15+21*4), 
       beta4*v4m*x(7)+beta4*x0(4)-beta4*x(15)];  %Last entry used for disturbance correction  
  
op_cost = eval(L2(1:3)*x(1:3));   %control cost  
of_cost = eval(L2(4:21)*x(4:21));  %overflow cost 
  










Decentralized MPC subsystem 2 




% system dynamics  
syms    dt epsilon ... 
        v5 v5u v5l v5m beta5 S5 phi5 delta5 deltaS5 deltaS5a5 z5 zS5a5 zS5a5a5 zuS5 qu5 qs5m... 
        v6 v6m beta6 qu6 ... 
        v7 v7u v7l v7m beta7 S7 phi7 delta7 deltaS7 deltaS7a7 z7 zS7a7 zS7a7a7 zuS7 qu7 qs7m... 
        v8 v8u v8l v8m beta8 S8 phi8 delta8 deltaS8 deltaS8a8 z8 zS8a8 zS8a8a8 zuS8 qu8 qs8m... 
        qu5m qu7m qu8m ...  
        qs5m qs7m qs8m... 
        m5 m6 m7 m8 ...   
        M5 M6 M7 M8 ... 
        v05 v06 v07 v08... 
        p05 p06 p07 p08... 
        p15 p16 p17 p18... 
        p25 p26 p27 p28... 
        p35 p36 p37 p38... 
        p45 p46 p47 p48... 
        z05 z06 z07 z08... 
        z15 z16 z17 z18... 
        z25 z26 z27 z28... 
        z35 z36 z37 z38... 
        z0S5a5 z0S5a5a5 z0S7a7 z0S7a7a7 z0S8a8 z0S8a8a8 z0uS5 z0uS7 z0uS8... 
        z1S5a5 z1S5a5a5 z1S7a7 z1S7a7a7 z1S8a8 z1S8a8a8 z1uS5 z1uS7 z1uS8... 
        z2S5a5 z2S5a5a5 z2S7a7 z2S7a7a7 z2S8a8 z2S8a8a8 z2uS5 z2uS7 z2uS8... 
        z3S5a5 z3S5a5a5 z3S7a7 z3S7a7a7 z3S8a8 z3S8a8a8 z3uS5 z3uS7 z3uS8... 
        delta05 delta06 delta07 delta08 delta0S5 delta0S5a5 delta0S7 delta0S7a7 delta0S8 
delta0S8a8... 
        delta15 delta16 delta17 delta18 delta1S5 delta1S5a5 delta1S7 delta1S7a7 delta1S8 
delta1S8a8... 
        delta25 delta26 delta27 delta28 delta2S5 delta2S5a5 delta2S7 delta2S7a7 delta2S8 
delta2S8a8... 
        delta35 delta36 delta37 delta38 delta3S5 delta3S5a5 delta3S7 delta3S7a7 delta3S8 
delta3S8a8... 
        u05 u06 u07 u08... 
        u15 u16 u17 u18... 
        u25 u26 u27 u28... 
        u35 u36 u37 u38... 
         
     
     
     
         
A = sym(zeros(4,4));   %tank  
B1 = sym(zeros(4,4));  %control  
B2 = sym(zeros(4,10));   %delta  
B3 = sym(zeros(4,13));   %z 
























u0 = [u05;u06;u07;u08]; 
u1 = [u15;u16;u17;u18]; 
u2 = [u25;u26;u27;u28]; 





A(1,1)=1-beta5*dt;      %+4 
B2(1,1)=1-dt*beta5; 
B3(1,1)=dt*beta5-1; 






























%% constraints   
E1=sym(zeros(74,4)); %qu 
E2=sym(zeros(74,10)); %delta 
E3=sym(zeros(74,13)); %z  
E4=sym(zeros(74,4)); %v 












































































































































































































































































































E2(74,10)=-1;  %deltaS8a8 
E5(74,1)=1; 
%% constraints E1  
  
%% constraints integration  











































L2(1,8)=-v8m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,9)=-dt*qs5m;    %deltaS5 
L2(1,10)=dt*beta5*v5m;  %deltaS55 
L2(1,19)=dt*beta5;      %zs55 
L2(1,20)=-dt*beta5;     %zs555 
L2(1,25)=-dt;   %zus5  %qs5 overflow 
  
L2(1,11)=-dt*qs7m;    %delaS7 
L2(1,12)=dt*beta7*v7m;  %deltaS77 
L2(1,21)=dt*beta7;      %zs77 
L2(1,22)=-dt*beta7;     %zs777 
L2(1,26)=-dt;   %zus7  %qs7 overflow 
  
L2(1,13)=-dt*qs8m;    %deltaS8 
L2(1,14)=dt*beta8*v8m;  %deltaS88 
L2(1,23)=dt*beta8;      %zs88 
L2(1,24)=-dt*beta8;     %zs888 
L2(1,27)=-dt;  %zus8   %qs8 overflow 












L2(1,8+27)=-v8m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,9+27)=-dt*qs5m;    %deltaS5 
L2(1,10+27)=dt*beta5*v5m;  %deltaS55 
L2(1,19+27)=dt*beta5;      %zs55 
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L2(1,20+27)=-dt*beta5;     %zs555 
L2(1,25+27)=-dt;   %zus5  %qs5 overflow 
  
L2(1,11+27)=-dt*qs7m;    %delaS7 
L2(1,12+27)=dt*beta7*v7m;  %deltaS77 
L2(1,21+27)=dt*beta7;      %zs77 
L2(1,22+27)=-dt*beta7;     %zs777 
L2(1,26+27)=-dt;   %zus7  %qs7 overflow 
  
L2(1,13+27)=-dt*qs8m;    %deltaS8 
L2(1,14+27)=dt*beta8*v8m;  %deltaS88 
L2(1,23+27)=dt*beta8;      %zs88 
L2(1,24+27)=-dt*beta8;     %zs888 
L2(1,27+27)=-dt;  %zus8   %qs8 overflow 












L2(1,8+27*2)=-v8m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,9+27*2)=-dt*qs5m;    %deltaS5 
L2(1,10+27*2)=dt*beta5*v5m;  %deltaS55 
L2(1,19+27*2)=dt*beta5;      %zs55 
L2(1,20+27*2)=-dt*beta5;     %zs555 
L2(1,25+27*2)=-dt;   %zus5  %qs5 overflow 
  
L2(1,11+27*2)=-dt*qs7m;    %delaS7 
L2(1,12+27*2)=dt*beta7*v7m;  %deltaS77 
L2(1,21+27*2)=dt*beta7;      %zs77 
L2(1,22+27*2)=-dt*beta7;     %zs777 
L2(1,26+27*2)=-dt;   %zus7  %qs7 overflow 
  
L2(1,13+27*2)=-dt*qs8m;    %deltaS8 
L2(1,14+27*2)=dt*beta8*v8m;  %deltaS88 
L2(1,23+27*2)=dt*beta8;      %zs88 
L2(1,24+27*2)=-dt*beta8;     %zs888 
L2(1,27+27*2)=-dt;  %zus8   %qs8 overflow 












L2(1,8+27*3)=-v8m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,9+27*3)=-dt*qs5m;    %deltaS5 
L2(1,10+27*3)=dt*beta5*v5m;  %deltaS55 
L2(1,19+27*3)=dt*beta5;      %zs55 
L2(1,20+27*3)=-dt*beta5;     %zs555 
L2(1,25+27*3)=-dt;   %zus5  %qs5 overflow 
  
L2(1,11+27*3)=-dt*qs7m;    %delaS7 
L2(1,12+27*3)=dt*beta7*v7m;  %deltaS77 
L2(1,21+27*3)=dt*beta7;      %zs77 
L2(1,22+27*3)=-dt*beta7;     %zs777 




L2(1,13+27*3)=-dt*qs8m;    %deltaS8 
L2(1,14+27*3)=dt*beta8*v8m;  %deltaS88 
L2(1,23+27*3)=dt*beta8;      %zs88 
L2(1,24+27*3)=-dt*beta8;     %zs888 
L2(1,27+27*3)=-dt;  %zus8   %qs8 overflow 












L2(1,8+27*4)=-v8m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,9+27*4)=-dt*qs5m;    %deltaS5 
L2(1,10+27*4)=dt*beta5*v5m;  %deltaS55 
L2(1,19+27*4)=dt*beta5;      %zs55 
L2(1,20+27*4)=-dt*beta5;     %zs555 
L2(1,25+27*4)=-dt;   %zus5  %qs5 overflow 
  
L2(1,11+27*4)=-dt*qs7m;    %delaS7 
L2(1,12+27*4)=dt*beta7*v7m;  %deltaS77 
L2(1,21+27*4)=dt*beta7;      %zs77 
L2(1,22+27*4)=-dt*beta7;     %zs777 
L2(1,26+27*4)=-dt;   %zus7  %qs7 overflow 
  
L2(1,13+27*4)=-dt*qs8m;    %deltaS8 
L2(1,14+27*4)=dt*beta8*v8m;  %deltaS88 
L2(1,23+27*4)=dt*beta8;      %zs88 
L2(1,24+27*4)=-dt*beta8;     %zs888 
L2(1,27+27*4)=-dt;  %zus8   %qs8 overflow 
  




beta=[7.1e-4,5.8e-4,2e-3,1e-3];%volumetric flow coefficient 





rain = rain_profile; 
  























































































lb = zeros(27*5,1);                 %Bounds on x (lb <= x) 
uub = [qu5m;qu6m;qu7m;qu8m];         %u upper bound 
  
dub = zeros(10,1);                %delta upperbound 
for i = 1:10 
   dub(i,1)=1;  
end 




    zub(i,1)=inf; 
end 
  











Opt = opti('f',f,'ineq',a,b,'bounds',lb,ub,'xtype',xtype); 
[x,fval,exitflag,info] = solve(Opt); 
  
u05 = x(1); 
u06 = x(2); 
u07 = x(3); 

























u15 = x(1+27); 
u16 = x(2+27); 
u17 = x(3+27); 



























u25 = x(1+27*2); 
u26 = x(2+27*2); 
u27 = x(3+27*2); 

























u35 = x(1+27*3); 
u36 = x(2+27*3); 
u37 = x(3+27*3); 

























u45 = x(1+27*4); 
u46 = x(2+27*4); 
u47 = x(3+27*4); 




























step_cost = eval(L2(1:27)*x(1:27)); 
action = [x(1);x(2);x(3);x(4)]; 
cp_time = info.Time; 
% qu7= [x(3);x(3+27);x(3+27*2);x(3+27*3);x(3+27*4)]; 
% qu8= [x(3);x(4+27);x(4+27*2);x(4+27*3);x(4+27*4)]; 
% qs5= [(beta5*v5m*x(5)+beta5*x0(1)-beta5*x(15)-x(1))*(1-x(9))+qs5m*x(9), 
%       (beta5*v5m*x(5+27)+eval(beta5*v1(1))-beta5*x(15+27)-x(1+27))*(1-x(9+27))+qs5m*x(9+27), 
%       (beta5*v5m*x(5+27*2)+eval(beta5*v2(1))-beta5*x(15+27*2)-x(1+27*2))*(1-
x(9+27*2))+qs5m*x(9+27*2), 
%       (beta5*v5m*x(5+27*3)+eval(beta5*v3(1))-beta5*x(15+27*3)-x(1+27*3))*(1-
x(9+27*3))+qs5m*x(9+27*3), 
%       (beta5*v5m*x(5+27*4)+eval(beta5*v4(1))-beta5*x(15+27*4)-x(1+27*4))*(1-
x(9+27*3))+qs5m*x(9+27*4)]; 
% qs8 = [(beta8*v8m*x(8)+beta8*x0(4)-beta8*x(18)-x(4))*(1-x(13))+qs8m*x(13), 
%        (beta8*v8m*x(8+27)+eval(beta8*v1(4))-beta8*x(18+27)-x(4+27))*(1-x(13+27))+qs8m*x(13+27), 
%        (beta8*v8m*x(8+27*2)+eval(beta8*v2(4))-beta8*x(18+27*2)-x(4+27*2))*(1-
x(13+27*2))+qs8m*x(13+27*2), 
%        (beta8*v8m*x(8+27*3)+eval(beta8*v3(4))-beta8*x(18+27*3)-x(4+27*3))*(1-
x(13+27*3))+qs8m*x(13+27*3), 






      (beta5*v5m*x(5+27*2)+eval(beta5*v2(1))-beta5*x(15+27*2)-x(1+27*2))*(1-
x(9+27*2))+qs5m*x(9+27*2), 
      (beta5*v5m*x(5+27*3)+eval(beta5*v3(1))-beta5*x(15+27*3)-x(1+27*3))*(1-
x(9+27*3))+qs5m*x(9+27*3), 
      (beta5*v5m*x(5+27*4)+eval(beta5*v4(1))-beta5*x(15+27*4)-x(1+27*4))*(1-
x(9+27*3))+qs5m*x(9+27*4), 
      (beta5*v5m*x(5+27*4)+eval(beta5*v4(1))-beta5*x(15+27*4)-x(1+27*4))*(1-
x(9+27*3))+qs5m*x(9+27*4), 
      (beta5*v5m*x(5)+beta5*x0(1)-beta5*x(15)-x(1))*(1-x(9))+qs5m*x(9)]; 
qs8 = [(beta8*v8m*x(8+27)+eval(beta8*v1(4))-beta8*x(18+27)-x(4+27))*(1-x(13+27))+qs8m*x(13+27), 
       (beta8*v8m*x(8+27*2)+eval(beta8*v2(4))-beta8*x(18+27*2)-x(4+27*2))*(1-
x(13+27*2))+qs8m*x(13+27*2), 
       (beta8*v8m*x(8+27*3)+eval(beta8*v3(4))-beta8*x(18+27*3)-x(4+27*3))*(1-
x(13+27*3))+qs8m*x(13+27*3), 
       (beta8*v8m*x(8+27*4)+eval(beta8*v4(4))-beta8*x(18+27*4)-x(4+27*4))*(1-
x(13+27*4))+qs8m*x(13+27*4), 
       (beta8*v8m*x(8+27*4)+eval(beta8*v4(4))-beta8*x(18+27*4)-x(4+27*4))*(1-
x(13+27*4))+qs8m*x(13+27*4), 
       (beta8*v8m*x(8)+beta8*x0(4)-beta8*x(18)-x(4))*(1-x(13))+qs8m*x(13)]; 
    
op_cost = eval(L2(1:4)*x(1:4));   %control cost  
of_cost = eval(L2(5:27)*x(5:27));  %overflow cost 
  








Decentralized MPC subsystem 3 





% system dynamics  
syms dt epsilon ... 
        v9 v9u v9l v9m beta9 S9 phi9 delta9 deltaS9 deltaS9a9 z9 zS9a9 zS9a9a9 zuS9 qu9 qs9m... 
        v10 v10m beta10 qu10 ... 
        v11 v11u v11l v11m beta11 S11 phi11 delta11 deltaS11 deltaS11a11 z11 zS11a11 zS11a11a11 
zuS11 qu11 qs11m... 
        qu9m qu10m qu11m...  
        qs9m qs11m  ... 
        m9 m10 m11...   
        M9 M10 M11... 
        v09 v010 v011... 
        p09 p010 p011... 
        p19 p110 p111... 
        p29 p210 p211... 
        p39 p310 p311... 
        p49 p410 p411... 
        z09 z010 z011... 
        z19 z110 z111... 
        z29 z210 z211... 
        z39 z310 z311... 
        z0S9a9 z0S9a9a9 z0S11a11 z0S11a11a11 z0uS9 z0uS11 ... 
        z1S9a9 z1S9a9a9 z1S11a11 z1S11a11a11 z1uS9 z1uS11 ... 
        z2S9a9 z2S9a9a9 z2S11a11 z2S11a11a11 z2uS9 z2uS11 ... 
        z3S9a9 z3S9a9a9 z3S11a11 z3S11a11a11 z3uS9 z3uS11 ... 
        delta09 delta010 delta011 delta0S9 delta0S9a9 delta0S11 delta0S11a11 ... 
        delta19 delta110 delta111 delta1S9 delta1S9a9 delta1S11 delta1S11a11 ... 
        delta29 delta210 delta211 delta2S9 delta2S9a9 delta2S11 delta2S11a11 ... 
        delta39 delta310 delta311 delta3S9 delta3S9a9 delta3S11 delta3S11a11 ... 
        u09 u010 u011... 
        u19 u110 u111... 
        u29 u210 u211... 
        u39 u310 u311... 
  
% qu7=[0,0,0,0,0]; 
qu7 = disturbance; 
     
A = sym(zeros(3,3));   %tank  
B1 = sym(zeros(3,3));  %control  
B2 = sym(zeros(3,7));   %delta  
B3 = sym(zeros(3,9));   %z 













delta0 = [delta09;delta010;delta011;delta0S9;delta0S9a9;delta0S11;delta0S11a11]; 
delta1 = [delta19;delta110;delta111;delta1S9;delta1S9a9;delta1S11;delta1S11a11]; 
delta2 = [delta29;delta210;delta211;delta2S9;delta2S9a9;delta2S11;delta2S11a11]; 
delta3 = [delta39;delta310;delta311;delta3S9;delta3S9a9;delta3S11;delta3S11a11]; 
  
u0 = [u09;u010;u011]; 
u1 = [u19;u110;u111]; 
u2 = [u29;u210;u211]; 







A(1,1)=1-dt*beta9;    %+8 
B2(1,1)=(1-dt*beta9)*v9m; 
B3(1,1)=dt*beta9-1; 




B1(2,2)=-dt;     





















%% constraints E 
E1=sym(zeros(50,3)); %qu 
E2=sym(zeros(50,7)); %delta 
E3=sym(zeros(50,9)); %z  
E4=sym(zeros(50,3)); %v 












































































































































































































E2(50,7)=-1;  %deltaS11a11 
E5(50,1)=1; 

































%% constraints integration  








































L2(1,6)=-v11m;   %tank over flow  
  
  
L2(1,7)=-dt*qs9m;   %deltaS9 
L2(1,8)=dt*beta9*v9m;  %deltaS99 
L2(1,14)=dt*beta9;     %zs99 
L2(1,15)=-dt*beta9;    %zs999 
L2(1,18)=-dt;  %zus9   %qs9 overflow 
  
L2(1,9)=-dt*qs11m;   %deltaS11 
L2(1,10)=dt*beta11*v11m;  %deltaS111 
L2(1,16)=dt*beta11;     %zs11a11 
L2(1,17)=-dt*beta11;    %zs11a11a11 
L2(1,19)=-dt;  %zus11   %qs11 overflow 
%% cost function 2  
L2(1,1+19)=0.5*dt ; 
L2(1,2+19)=0.5*dt ; 






L2(1,6+19)=-v11m;   %tank over flow  
  
  
L2(1,7+19)=-dt*qs9m;   %deltaS9 
L2(1,8+19)=dt*beta9*v9m;  %deltaS99 
L2(1,14+19)=dt*beta9;     %zs99 
L2(1,15+19)=-dt*beta9;    %zs999 
L2(1,18+19)=-dt;  %zus9   %qs9 overflow 
  
L2(1,9+19)=-dt*qs11m;   %deltaS11 
L2(1,10+19)=dt*beta11*v11m;  %deltaS111 
L2(1,16+19)=dt*beta11;     %zs11a11 
L2(1,17+19)=-dt*beta11;    %zs11a11a11 
L2(1,19+19)=-dt;  %zus11   %qs11 overflow 
  












L2(1,6+19*2)=-v11m;   %tank over flow  
  
  
L2(1,7+19*2)=-dt*qs9m;   %deltaS9 
L2(1,8+19*2)=dt*beta9*v9m;  %deltaS99 
L2(1,14+19*2)=dt*beta9;     %zs99 
L2(1,15+19*2)=-dt*beta9;    %zs999 
L2(1,18+19*2)=-dt;  %zus9   %qs9 overflow 
  
L2(1,9+19*2)=-dt*qs11m;   %deltaS11 
L2(1,10+19*2)=dt*beta11*v11m;  %deltaS111 
L2(1,16+19*2)=dt*beta11;     %zs11a11 
L2(1,17+19*2)=-dt*beta11;    %zs11a11a11 
L2(1,19+19*2)=-dt;  %zus11   %qs11 overflow 
%% cost function 4 
L2(1,1+19*3)=0.5*dt ; 
L2(1,2+19*3)=0.5*dt ; 






L2(1,6+19*3)=-v11m;   %tank over flow  
  
  
L2(1,7+19*3)=-dt*qs9m;   %deltaS9 
L2(1,8+19*3)=dt*beta9*v9m;  %deltaS99 
L2(1,14+19*3)=dt*beta9;     %zs99 
L2(1,15+19*3)=-dt*beta9;    %zs999 
L2(1,18+19*3)=-dt;  %zus9   %qs9 overflow 
  
L2(1,9+19*3)=-dt*qs11m;   %deltaS11 
L2(1,10+19*3)=dt*beta11*v11m;  %deltaS111 
L2(1,16+19*3)=dt*beta11;     %zs11a11 
L2(1,17+19*3)=-dt*beta11;    %zs11a11a11 
L2(1,19+19*3)=-dt;  %zus11   %qs11 overflow 
  
%% cost function 5 
L2(1,1+19*4)=0.5*dt ; 
L2(1,2+19*4)=0.5*dt ; 






L2(1,6+19*4)=-v11m;   %tank over flow  
  
  
L2(1,7+19*4)=-dt*qs9m;   %deltaS9 
L2(1,8+19*4)=dt*beta9*v9m;  %deltaS99 
L2(1,14+19*4)=dt*beta9;     %zs99 
L2(1,15+19*4)=-dt*beta9;    %zs999 
L2(1,18+19*4)=-dt;  %zus9   %qs9 overflow 
  
L2(1,9+19*4)=-dt*qs11m;   %deltaS11 
L2(1,10+19*4)=dt*beta11*v11m;  %deltaS111 
L2(1,16+19*4)=dt*beta11;     %zs11a11 
L2(1,17+19*4)=-dt*beta11;    %zs11a11a11 
L2(1,19+19*4)=-dt;  %zus11   %qs11 overflow 
  




beta=[7.1e-4,5.8e-4,2e-3,1e-3];%volumetric flow coefficient 







x0 = initial_states; 
  
  
% rain = [100,130,140,150,90]; 
rain = rain_profile; 
  

















































































lb = zeros(19*5,1);                 %Bounds on x (lb <= x) 
uub = [qu9m;qu10m;qu11m];         %u upper bound 
  
dub = ones(7,1);                %delta upperbound 
  
zub = zeros(9,1);            %z upper bound 
for i=1:9 
    zub(i,1)=inf; 
end 
  









Opt = opti('f',f,'ineq',a,b,'bounds',lb,ub,'xtype',xtype); 












































































































end_states = eval(v1); 
step_cost = eval(L2(1:19)*x(1:19)); 
action = [x(1);x(2);x(3)]; 
cp_time = info.Time; 
% qu11 = [x(3);x(3+19);x(3+19*2);x(3+19*3);x(3+19*4)]; 
% qs11 = [(beta11*v11m*x(6+19*0)+beta11*x0(3)-x(3)-beta11*x(13))*(1-x(9))+qs11m*x(9), 
%         (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*1)+eval(beta11*v1(3)-x(3+19*1))-beta11*x(13+19*1))*(1-
x(9+19*1))+qs11m*x(9+19*1), 
%         (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*2)+eval(beta11*v2(3)-x(3+19*2))-beta11*x(13+19*2))*(1-
x(9+19*2))+qs11m*x(9+19*2), 
%         (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*3)+eval(beta11*v3(3)-x(3+19*3))-beta11*x(13+19*3))*(1-
x(9+19*3))+qs11m*x(9+19*3), 
%         (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*4)+eval(beta11*v4(3)-x(3+19*4))-beta11*x(13+19*4))*(1-
x(9+19*4))+qs11m*x(9+19*4)];    
  
qu11 = [x(3+19);x(3+19*2);x(3+19*3);x(3+19*4);x(3+19*4);x(3)]; 
qs11 = [(beta11*v11m*x(6+19*1)+eval(beta11*v1(3)-x(3+19*1))-beta11*x(13+19*1))*(1-
x(9+19*1))+qs11m*x(9+19*1), 
        (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*2)+eval(beta11*v2(3)-x(3+19*2))-beta11*x(13+19*2))*(1-
x(9+19*2))+qs11m*x(9+19*2), 
        (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*3)+eval(beta11*v3(3)-x(3+19*3))-beta11*x(13+19*3))*(1-
x(9+19*3))+qs11m*x(9+19*3), 
        (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*4)+eval(beta11*v4(3)-x(3+19*4))-beta11*x(13+19*4))*(1-
x(9+19*4))+qs11m*x(9+19*4), 
        (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*4)+eval(beta11*v4(3)-x(3+19*4))-beta11*x(13+19*4))*(1-
x(9+19*4))+qs11m*x(9+19*4), 
        (beta11*v11m*x(6+19*0)+beta11*x0(3)-x(3)-beta11*x(13))*(1-x(9))+qs11m*x(9)];    
     
op_cost = eval(L2(1:3)*x(1:3));   %control cost  
of_cost = eval(L2(4:19)*x(4:19));  %overflow cost 
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syms dt epsilon ... 
        v12 v12u  v12m beta12 qu12 ... 
        v13 v13u v13l v13m beta13 S13 phi13 delta13 deltaS13 deltaS13a13 z13 zS13a13 zS13a13a13 
zuS13 qu13 ... 
        qu12m ...  
        m13 ...   
        Ms4 ms4 M13 ... 
        v012 v013 ... 
        p012 p013 ... 
        p112 p113 ... 
        p212 p213 ... 
        p312 p313 ... 
        p412 p413 ... 
        z012 z013 ... 
        z112 z113 ... 
        z212 z213 ... 
        z312 z313 ... 
        zuS4 ... 
        delta0S4 delta1S4 delta2S4 delta3S4... 
        delta012 delta013 ... 
        delta112 delta113 ... 
        delta212 delta213 ... 
        delta312 delta313 ... 
        z0S4a4 z1S4a4 z2S4a4 z3S4a4...  
        u04 u012 ... 
        u14 u112 ... 
        u24 u212 ... 
        u34 u312 ... 
        qu4m qs4m...  
        qu11 qu8 qout4 ...  % external disturbances  
         
qout4 = disturbance(1,:); 
qu8 = disturbance(2,:); 
qs8 = disturbance(3,:); 
qu11 =disturbance(4,:); 




A = sym(zeros(2,2));   %tank  
B1 = sym(zeros(2,2));  %control  
B2 = sym(zeros(2,3));   %delta  
B3 = sym(zeros(2,3));   %z 













delta0 = [delta012;delta013;delta0S4]; 
delta1 = [delta112;delta113;delta1S4]; 
delta2 = [delta212;delta213;delta2S4]; 
delta3 = [delta312;delta313;delta3S4]; 
  
u0 = [u04;u012]; 
u1 = [u14;u112]; 
135 
 
u2 = [u24;u212]; 




















%% constraints  E1 
E1=sym(zeros(15,2)); %qu 
E2=sym(zeros(15,2)); %delta 
E3=sym(zeros(15,2)); %z  
E4=sym(zeros(15,2)); %v 









E5(2,1)=v12m-dt*(qu11(1)+qu8(1));   %qu4 
  
% E1(3,2)=-1; 

















































E5(15,1)=-epsilon-qout4(1)+qs4m;  %deltaS4  
  















E51(15,1)=-eps-qout4(2)+qs4m;  %deltaS4  















E52(15,1)=-eps-qout4(3)+qs4m;  %deltaS4  
  















E53(15,1)=-eps-qout4(4)+qs4m;  %deltaS4  

















E54(15,1)=-eps-qout4(5)+qs4m;  %deltaS4  
%% constraints integration  






























%% cost function 1 
L2=sym(zeros(1,8*5)); 
operation_cost = 0.5; 
L2(1,1)=operation_cost*dt ; 
L2(1,2)=operation_cost*dt ;  %operation cost from manipulation flows  
  
L2(1,7)=1; 
L2(1,4)=-v13m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,5)=dt*(qout4(1)-qs4m); 
L2(1,8)=-dt;         %qs4 over flow  
%% cost function 2  
L2(1,1+8)=operation_cost*dt ; 
L2(1,2+8)=operation_cost*dt ;  %operation cost from manipulation flows  
  
L2(1,7+8)=1; 
L2(1,4+8)=-v13m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,5+8)=dt*(qout4(2)-qs4m); 
L2(1,8+8)=-dt;         %qs4 over flow  
%% cost function 3  
L2(1,1+8*2)=operation_cost*dt ; 
L2(1,2+8*2)=operation_cost*dt ;  %operation cost from manipulation flows  
  
L2(1,7+8*2)=1; 
L2(1,4+8*2)=-v13m;   %tank over flow 
  
L2(1,5+8*2)=dt*(qout4(3)-qs4m); 
L2(1,8+8*2)=-dt;         %qs4 over flow  




L2(1,2+8*3)=operation_cost*dt ;  %operation cost from manipulation flows  
  
L2(1,7+8*3)=1; 
L2(1,4+8*3)=-v13m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,5+8*3)=dt*(qout4(4)-qs4m); 
L2(1,8+8*3)=-dt;         %qs4 over flow  
%% cost function 5  
L2(1,1+8*4)=operation_cost*dt ; 
L2(1,2+8*4)=operation_cost*dt ;  %operation cost from manipulation flows  
  
L2(1,7+8*4)=1; 
L2(1,4+8*4)=-v13m;   %tank over flow  
  
L2(1,5+8*4)=dt*(qout4(5)-qs4m); 
L2(1,8+8*4)=-dt;         %qs4 over flow  




beta=[7.1e-4,5.8e-4,2e-3,1e-3];%volumetric flow coefficient 





x0 = initial_states ;  
  
  
% rain = [0,0,0,0,0]; 
rain = rain_profile; 
  




















































Ms4 = 16.659;  
ms4 = -qs4m; 
  
lb = zeros(8*5,1);                 %Bounds on x (lb <= x) 
uub = [qu4m;qu12m];         %u upper bound 
  
dub = ones(3,1);                %delta upperbound 
zub = zeros(3,1);            %z upper bound 
for i=1:3 
    zub(i,1)=inf; 
end 
  








xtype = 'CCBBBCCCCCBBBCCCCCBBBCCCCCBBBCCCCCBBBCCC'; 
  
Opt = opti('f',f,'ineq',a,b,'bounds',lb,ub,'xtype',xtype); 









































end_states = eval(v1); 
step_cost = eval(L2(1:8)*x(1:8)); 
action=[x(1);x(2)]; 
cp_time = info.Time; 
% qout13 = [beta13*v13m*x(4)+beta13*x0(2)-beta13*x(6), 
%           beta13*v13m*x(4+6*1)+eval(beta13*v1(2))-beta13*x(6+6*1), 
%           beta13*v13m*x(4+6*2)+eval(beta13*v2(2))-beta13*x(6+6*2), 
%           beta13*v13m*x(4+6*3)+eval(beta13*v3(2))-beta13*x(6+6*3), 
%           beta13*v13m*x(4+6*4)+eval(beta13*v4(2))-beta13*x(6+6*4)]; 
  
qout13 = [beta13*v13m*x(4+6*1)+eval(beta13*v1(2))-beta13*x(6+6*1), 
          beta13*v13m*x(4+6*2)+eval(beta13*v2(2))-beta13*x(6+6*2), 
          beta13*v13m*x(4+6*3)+eval(beta13*v3(2))-beta13*x(6+6*3), 
          beta13*v13m*x(4+6*4)+eval(beta13*v4(2))-beta13*x(6+6*4), 
          beta13*v13m*x(4+6*4)+eval(beta13*v4(2))-beta13*x(6+6*4), 
          beta13*v13m*x(4)+beta13*x0(2)-beta13*x(6)]; 
       
op_cost =eval(L2(1:2)*x(1:2));   %control cost  
of_cost =eval(L2(3:8)*x(3:8));  %overflow cost 
  
suc = exitflag; 
  
end  
 
 
